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EDITORIAL

WE WILL NOT GET OUT

A;::h::I:esa,a:;ea:s:h:a;ot:ho:or:
Muslims  in  Britain  and,  probably,
considerably more.  Islam is today,
numerically,  a much  more  signifi-
cant   factor   in   British   life   than
Judaism with its 300,000 adherents.

Despite   its  numbers,   however,
the  Muslim  community  in  Britain
feels  far  from  secure.  It  has  made
little  progress  in  confronting  soci-
ety   at   large   with   its  prejudices
against  Islam.   It  feels  utterly  be-
trayed  over  Bosnia.   It  has  made
scant headway in seeing that Mus-
lim   needs  are  addressed  -  for
instance,  through  the  creation  of
Muslim schools.

There are many reasons and few
of them  reflect well  on the  rest of
us.  But  one  contributory  factor  is
the  absence  of  any  body  which
clearly represents the Muslim com-
munity and can act as advocate and
co-ordinator.

Not  so  long  ago  representatives
of  the  Muslim  community  con-
sulted    leaders    of   the    Jewish
community about the way to set up
a   representative   body   but   the
project was either hijacked or went
off in the wrong direction. This was
a tragedy.

Of  course,  the  Jewish  commu-
nity  is  much  longer  established  in
Britain. But a major explanation of
why the smaller Jewish community
is  much  more  successful  in  ensur-
ing  that   its  views  and  needs  are
respected by Government and soci-
ety is the existence of a proper and
widely   respected   representative
body.

The Board of Deputies of British
Jews  came  into  existence  as  long
ago  as   1760  but  its  real  develop-
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ment is a product of the early  19th
century.  For  the  best  part  of two
centuries   it   has   functioned   as   a
statutorily  recognised  and   fully
representative organisation.  It con-
veys  the  views  of the  community
to  Government  and  other  public
bodies  on  political  and  legislative
matters  which  affect  the. Jewish
community.  It  disseminates  infor-
mation.   It  advises  on  matters   of
security  and  defence.  And  it  pro-
vides   us   with   such   statistical
information about the Jewish com-
munity as is available.

Above  all,  the  Board  -  and  its
President - represents all of us, as
no  other  institution  can  or  should.
There  is  no  body  within  Anglo-
Jewry which is more important than
the Board.

At present the Board of Deputies
is less than impressive, particularly
on those Sunday mornings when its
members meet. A Victorian institu-
tion  operating out of a dilapidated
building, it is  in urgent need of re-
form.  Some  of its  procedures  are
arcane.   The  number  of  deputies
might  be  suited  to  the  Palace  of
Westminster but is  excessive for a
community  of  300,000   souls.   Its
Executive is not an executive but a
plenary  public  meeting  all  on  its
Own.

The  Federation  of  Synagogues
has withdrawn from the Board, de-
claring   that   it   is   irrelevant   and
religiously unrepresentative. This is
untrue and stems from a view which
would  bring  to  the  Board  all  the
factional  religious  squabbles  and
unhelpful  posturing  which  dog  so
much  of  Jewish  religious  life  in
Britain.  The  Board  represents  the
one  secular  framework  capable  of
bringing together and representing

all sections of the community.
The need for reform has been rec-

ognised for some time. But over the
last few years all attempts at mak-
ing those reforms  have  foundered.
They  have  been  blocked  by  those
who  believe  that  what  worked  in
Queen  Victoria's   days  must   still
work now. They have been blocked
by  those  with  a  vested  interest  in
protecting  a  personal  power  base.
And  they  have  been  blocked  by
those whose first priority is to hear
the  sound  of  their  own  voice  on
Sunday  mornings.  The  leadership
of the Board is in despair and now
the leadership of the United Syna-
gogue  has  made  dire  threats  of
withdrawal unless reform is carried
through.

The   Board   has   just   elected
a new President, Eldred Tabachnik,
QC. Mr. Tabachnik is committed to
pushing through the process of re-
form.  Not  only  do  we  wish  him
well  but' the  Progressive  commu-
nity      offers      every      support,
recognising  that  what  the  Board
needs  is  both  Reform  and  reform.
We will not, however, make threats
of withdrawal  since  the  Board  is
simply too precious to  lose  and  its
further  decline  cannot  be  counte-
nanced.

At  a  time  of  religious  division
and  numerical  decline,  never  was
Anglo-Jewry  more  in  need  of an
effective  body,  primarily  secular,
to represent it, to consider the over-
all   interests   and   needs   of  the
community and to help plan its long
term   future.   We   wish   Eldred
Tabachnik  and  his  fellow  officers
well.    We   cannot   afford   their
failure.



HOPE AND
HOMECOMING

Tony Bayfield

On  I s[ January  I 994,  Rabbi Tony  Bayfield became the Chiof Executive of the
Rofol.in Synagogues of Great Bl.ilain and the Reform Movement. To mai.k his

appoinfmenf ,  il v`ias decided fo hold a special Ser\Jice Of Dedicalion. This service,
a(lei.ded by iiioi.e than fiive hundred people, look place on Sunday,  24Ih  April,1994

af  Hendon  Ref;orm  Synagogue,  in north-west London.
The le.xl of Rabbi  Bayf ileld's  sel.mon follows.

IUSED     TO     THINK     THAT
terror  was  confined  to  one's  first
few weeks at  secondary  school, or

sitting down to an exam for which one
had   not   revised   properly,   and   was
something  one  grew  out  of -  but  it
isn't.  From the  moment that  Ruth  Co-
hen suggested this service and insisted
that we set a date, I  have been in a state
of abj ect terror.

The  first  nightmare  was  over  num-
bers.    I    was    convinced    that    the
congregation   would   consist   of  my
wife,  Linda,  my  children,  my  parents
and my mother-in-law, Stewart Abbey,
the Chairman of` Hendon and a Jewish
Chronicle photographer,  ready to cap-
ture  the  empty  terraces  for  the  front
page  of the following  Friday's Jew/.s4
Ch}.onicle.

When the  numbers hit  five hundred
and the  choruses  of "told you  so"  had
died  down,  my  terror  focused  on  the
sermon.  Never  in  my  whole  sermon-
giving career -and I  have given a fair
number of sermons, both from the pul-
pit   and   at  home  -  have   I   been   so
blocked.   In  retrospect,  it  was  largely
because  I  had convinced myself of the
need  to   make   some  earth-shattering
statement  of the  principles  of Reform
Judaism or launch a decade of retiewal.
Well,  I  was never an original thinker.  I
did,   over  a   considerable   number  of
days,  actually  produce two-thirds of a
sermon  along those  lines  and  it  would
have been memorable,  but only for its
soporific   effects.   It   took   so   long   to

emerge  that   Dot,   my   secretary,   de-
scribed it as rather like giving birth to
an elephant. I read the first page of it to
Linda -she says it felt as though I read
much  more  than  that  but  it  was  only
the first page - and her face consigned
it to the waste paper basket.

Whilst the terror then increased even
more,  the  first  terror  about  numbers
actually  gave  me  the  solution  to  the
second terror about the  sermon.  For it
dawned on me that you are not just any
old congregation of five hundred but a
quite unique group of people.  Looking
down the list, I realised that almost the
only people who would be here whom
I don't call by their first names are my

parents. This congregation  is made up
very   largely   of  my   family,   of  the
founders  of the  synagogue  in  which  I

grew  up,  South  West  Essex   Reform
Synagogue,   of  the   founders   of  the
synagogue  which  I  first  served,  North
West Surrey Synagogue, of the people
who have made the Reform Movement
what it is today, of our staff and of all
those  scores  of you  I've  worked  with
over more than a quarter of a century
on projects and committees, hopes and
dreams.   It  doesn't  make  me  any  the
less terrified about trying to say some-
thing  of  value  and  of  interest  but  it
does point to what we have shared over
the years and therefore to what we hold
dear  and  to  what  we  rededicate  our-
selves this afternoon.

To the chagrin of those around me,  I
have an excessively orderly, structured

mind.  It  leads  me  to  tidy  up  after  my
family so obsessively and infuriatingly
that they can never find what they care-
fully   put   out   the   previous   night   in
readiness  for  the  following  morning.
Perhaps more usefully it led me a few
years  ago  to  try  to  structure  my  reli-
gious beliefs into  a  coherent  platform
which  we  published  in  MANNA  (No.
27,   Spring   1990).   But  one's  deepest
convictions  are  usually  far  less  tidy,
even in my case. And they have both a
geography and a history. They have, if
not their conception,  their birth  in  ac-
tual experiences at particular times and
in  particular  places,  all  of  which  led
me to decide not to lecture you and not
to  launch  a  programme  but  to  share
with you some very short scenes. There
are ten of them, because I'm too much
of an  honorary  );ecA:e  to  settle  for  un-
tidy  numbers  like  nine  or  eleven  and
there's not a bad precedent for ten any-
way. These scenes represent my basic
beliefs, but I think you will find that, in
almost  every   case,  there  are  people
here   who,   in   one   way   or  another,
shared  the  setting  with  me  and  share
the memory. Which wi]],  I hope, make
the scenes and the beliefs in some sense
not just mine but ours and therefore the
stuff of our dedication. And one more
preparatory word. Almost every scene
is a room. I can't be sure of the signifi-
cance  of that  fact,  although  there  are
enough psychotherapists here to invite
us to consider why we think that might
be  significant.  I  think  it  probably  has
most  to  do  with  the  English  weather
but in any event ....

The  first  scene,  the  first room,  is  at
the front of a terraced house in Balfour
Road,  Ilford,  in   1959.  I'm  sitting  in  a
very large,  elderly, rust-coloured arm-
chair,   with   a   small   group   of  other
teenagers,  listening to  Rabbi  Dr.  Alan
Miller,  the  first  rabbi  of South'  West
Essex   Reform   Synagogue,   teach   us
about  the   Hebrew  prophets.   In   that
room was born my realisation that the
genius of Judaism lies in the indissolu-
ble  connection  it  makes  between  God
and  ethical  behaviour.  I  believed,  as  I
still  believe,  that  we  are  commanded,
almost above all else, to show concern
for  the  poor  and  the  needy,   for  the
homeless,  the  widow,  the  orphan  and
the  immigrant (Hebrew:  ger),  not just
of our own people but of all people.  It
has  always  surprised  and  shocked  me
when this commitment was not the first

priority  of  any  Jewish  group.   I  have
seldom   had   difficulties   with   under-
standing    God    as      A4c/za!tJe/!,    the
commanding   God,   if  what   is   com-
manded   is   social   justice,    ethical
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behaviour and  concern  for our  fellow
human beings.

And,  if you  will  allow  me  a  flash-
back,  how did  I  get to be  in that room
with Alan Miller? My parents had been
uninspired members of their local  dis-
trict synagogue since their marriage in
1944.  Alan  Miller  turned  them  on  to
Judaism.   He   combined   deep   Jewish
knowledge  with  the  best  of  modern
thought,  he brought  unswerving  intel-
lectual rigour, there were no questions
from  which  he  backed away,  he  gave
them   reason  to  believe,  echoing  the
title  of the  book  by  my  teacher  Louis
Jacobs,  and  a  belief that  seemed  rea-
sonable. And they gave him -me. And
his  rigorous,  truthful,  prophetic  Juda-
ism helped to shape my life.

The  second scene  is slightly rz.sq£/G.
I apologise but I'm told that something
r!.sqi/G  is   de  rjgi/e£//.  in  any  script  or

piece of writing these days. The year is
1969 and the place is a flat in a Hebrew
University   student   block   in   Rehov
Guatemala,   Kiryat   Hayovel,   Jerusa-
lem.  It is  night and  Linda and  I  are on
our honeymoon and in bed awake. The
earth has moved but that is because of
the  sound  of  explosions  on  the  hills
around Jerusalem.  It was just after the
attack  on  the  EI   Aksa  Mosque.  The
tension   was   incredible  and  katyusha
rocket  attacks  had  become  an  every
day  or  rather  every  night  occurrence.
Talk  of war was  in  the  air and  at  that
ominous and explosive moment I knew
that,  if war were to break out again,  I
would  have to  stay  and  do  whatever  I
could  to   help.   Dow   Marmur,   in   his
book   `The   Star  of  Return',   (Green-
wood,   Connecticut,    1991,   p38)   is
absolutely  right  in  saying  that  we  are
living through the birth of a new age in
Judaism  and  that  age  is  characterised
not by the Sfeoczfe but by the rebirth of
the  State  of Israel.  Once  again,  Juda-
ism has a geography as well as a history
and the partnership between Israel and
the Diaspora offers the surest path to a
meaningful Jewish survival.  That new
paradigm  is  both  the  miracle  of  our
times and our hope.

Scene  three  connects  to  scene  two
through  the  man  who,  apart  from  my
father, has influenced me most and pro-
vided me with my rabbinic role model.
The scene is the home of Fredzia and
Dow   Marmur   in    Hod ford   Road,
Golders  Green.  It  is  Friday  night  and
the Marmur children are providing the
ritual dimension to that ancient Jewish
tradition, Kabbcr/cr/ Sfecrbbcr/. Linda and
I  are  truly  astounded  at  the  skill  and
ease  with  which  these young  children
can  lead us in Bz.r4cz/ /?czA4lazo#.  At that
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moment,   I   understood  the  power  of
Friday  night  in  the  home  and  the  im-

portance  of ritual.  Not  ritual  which  is
obsessional   nor  obscurely   restrictive
nor killjoy -but ritual which works for
the  individual  or  family  who  enjoy  it
and ritual which, with comforting regu-
larity, takes something as mundane or
ordinary  as  time  and  sets  it  aside  as
special, as a circle  into which  holiness
can flow and as an  anchor of love and
security.  I  suspect  our  children  have,
over the years, conveyed that same in-
sight -and surprise -to others.

The next scene takes me a few miles
north, from Golders Green to Edgware.
The  room  is  the  study  of my  teacher
Rabbi  lgnaz Maybaum, zecfee;-/zcrddj.4
/;.vrczcfecrfe,  lecturer  in  theology  at  the
Leo  Baeck  College.  I  am  sitting  very
comfortably   with   David   Soetendorp,
Thomas  Salamon  and  Micky  Boyden.
Ignaz Maybaum is in full  flood, elabo-
rating  on  his  penetrating  insights  into
the  AkecJ¢fe,  the  binding  of Isaac.  The
door opens and Mrs.  Maybaum enters.
"Excuse me,  Dr.  Maybaum,  I'm  sorry

to  interrupt  you  but  the  young  men
need  feeding."  The  tea  and  cakes  cir-
culate several times. The kindness and
hospitality are at least as memorable as
Dr.  Maybaum's  irritation  at  being  in-
terrupted,  Eventually  he  is  allowed  to
continue,  reminding  us that  Isaac  was
not sacrificed but he was spared to live
out, with his father, the bourgeois ide-
als  of family  comfort  and  prosperity.
From  Alan  Miller  I  learnt  revulsion  at

poverty and our absolute obligation to
strive   to   eradicate   it.   From   lgnaz
Maybaum  I learnt to value the rorcrfe 's
blessing of the good life. There is noth-
ing   wrong   with   bourgeois   ideals,
providing the good life is accompanied
by  an  absolute  commitment  to  good-
ness,  to  honesty  and  fidelity  and  the
small acts of righteousness which char-
acterised  Maybaum's  albeit  out-dated
model  of the pcz/er/crm!./z.czs and to the
kindness and hospitality which charac-
terised Frances Maybaum.

In   1972  I  received   semj.kfeaA   from
the Leo Baeck College and became the
first  rabbi  of the  North  West  Surrey
Synagogue.  That community  now has
a  magnificent  building  but,  for  many
years, we were the traditional wander-
ing Jews, holding oursrfeczbbcrf morning
services  in  a  succession  of hired halls
with dubious aesthetics. The one point
of continuity was a place called Finnart
House, a large Victorian building now
demolished, which was home to a Jew-
ish  approved  school.  Although  in  my
day there were never more than two or
three Jewish boys out of a much larger

school   population,   one  room   on   the

ground floor had been established as a
synagogue  with  a   b!.#7czA  and  ark  and

pews. For many years, North West Sur-
rey  used it on  Friday  nights and it was
there that  I  learnt how to lead services
and pray at the same time.  I can neither
remember  the  day  nor  the  year.  Only
that  it  was high  summer and  for some
reason   I   had   gone   down   to   Finnart
House   early   on    E;.cv   S/7czbbcz/.   The
front door was open -it was,  after all,
an approved school -and the hall  was
deserted.  I  walked  across the  hall  and
unlocked the  door to the  synagogue.  I
stood there in a moment of utter peace
and   tranquillity.   I   could,   as   ii   were,
touch the prayers that had been prayed
in  that  room.  I  was  aware  of an  em-
bracing presence.  And for a moment  I
knew that God is and that God is real~
ity.  And  I  knew  that  God  was  neither
he nor she and is notjust in me and not

just   an   abstraction   but   with   us   and
available to  us  and,  above  all,  ;-czcfeff;72
vecfeo#if#,  nurturing  and  compassion-
ate.  They  demolished   Finnart   House
and built executive housing in its place
but   I   still   have   the   finials   from   the
bannisters  in  the  hall.  After all,  if you
can't nick  finials from the staircase of
an   approved  school,   where   can   you
nick them from?

On  the  Sunday  during   S£/44o/,   we
would  hold  a    Sw44o/  cavalcade.   We
divided  a  very  scattered  congregation
into  about  ten  areas,  bribed  ten  diffi-
dent  families  to  build  s!/k4o/  in  their
back  gardens   and  divided  all   of  the
children and most of the congregation
into  ten  supporting,  decorating teams.
And on  the  Sunday  in  Si/4ko/ we can-
celled classes, hired a coach, took cars
and  visited  each  s!fkkcz4  in  turn, judg-
ing  it   for  conformity   with    fecr/czkfecrfe,
decorative  quality  and  standard  of re-
freshments offered.  It certainly`caused
a stir in Esher and Virginia Water.  But
though  the  location  of the  s£/44o/ var-
ied from year to year, we always ended
up  at  the  same  place,  at  Hamm  Court
Farm  in  Weybridge,  where  the  entire
community   was   stuffed   full   with
chopped liver.  For once  I  am  standing
outside   but  surrounded  by   familiar
faces  and  I  grasp  the  significance  of
community.   Of  community  which   is
prepared to accept people for who they
are and not passjudgment. Of commu-
nity which is open and welcoming and
knows that converts are a compliment
and a joy and a source of strength.  Of
community which is flexible and crea-
tive  and  prepared  to  struggle  with  its
own  natural  tendencies  to  be  restric-
tive  and  conservative.  Of community



which  understands that  it  replaces the
extended  family  of  past  generations.
Of community  which  knows  that  one
of its  key  functions  is  to  care  and  to
model   patterns   of  co-operative   and

peaceful living as a beacon and a bless-
ing  in  an  uncaring  and  unsupportive
world.

The seventh scene is a very different
one.   It's  my  office  at  the  Sternberg
Centre.  To  tell  you  the  truth,   I  can't
remember  which   one,  because   I've
moved   more   frequently   than   Lee
Chapman. One of my promises to my-
self has always been that I would try to
keep reading and studying, to snatch a
few minutes in the  day here  and there
to try to keep my intellect, my soul and
my  love  of  rorczfe  alive.  The  post  has

just arrived, and Dot will tell you that I
am  obsessional  about dealing with the
post immediately.  But on this particu-
lar  day,  the  first  item  I  open  is  from
Gene  Borowitz,  my  theological  hero,
sending me an advance copy of the last
chapter  of  `Renewing  the  Covenant'
(JPSA, Philadelphia  1991 ).  I don't deal
with   the   post   immediately.   I   read
Gene's  essay.  And  it puts  in  place,  as
he must have known it would, the miss-
ing piece in my personal jigsaw puzzle
relating to tea/crkfeczfe, Jewish law. There
is no doubt which  Reform Jewish con-
cept troubles Orthodoxy the most and
which  is  most attacked by  our detrac-
tors.     It    is    the    concept    of    the
autonomous individual, the Jew who is
not told what to do but chooses for him
or  herself.   In  that  chapter,   Borowitz
reaffirmed  the  fact that,  like  it  or not,
we are all  autonomous,  choosing indi-
viduals. But, he wrote, the moment that
the   autonomous   Jew   acknowledges
that  he  or  she  is  a  Jew  and  opts  into
Judaism,  at that moment he  or she  re-
discovers the  covenant, the  obligation
of each  individual  to  the  Jewish  past,

present  and  future,  to  the  community
and its tradition.  The  concept  enabled
me to acknowledge that  Reform Juda-
ism    is    post-halakhic    Judaism,    a
Judaism   practised  by   choosing   indi-
viduals     but     educated,     choosing
individuals, guided in their choices by
that sense of responsibility to tradition
and  community  which  Covenant  im-

poses.
The  eighth  scene  is  the  solar  in  a

Quaker  conference  centre  at  Charney
Basset in Oxfordshire, though it could
equally  be  a  brisk  walk  through  mud
and snow across the Oxfordshire coun-
tryside  in  the  wake  of the  Bishop  of
Oxford.  In  inter faith  dialogue,  in  that
room,  I  learn  that  only  truth  and  not
ideology will do.  I learnjust how much
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binds the genuine liberals of christian-
ity, Judaism and Islam together. I grasp
the urgency of the call  of that brilliant
Catholic  theologian,   Hans   Kting,   for
the faiths of the world to be  self-criti-
cal  and to  work  together for the  good
of humanity and the sanity of the world

(see   `Global   Responsibility',   SCM
Press,  London,1991).   I  discoverjust
how much it might mean to build links
between  the  Sternberg  Centre  and  St.
Martin-in-the-Fields,  just  how   much
we could do and learn together. We are
all  of  us,  Jews,  Christians  and  Mus-
lims,     in     some    disarray     in     the
challenging   intellectual   environment
and encroaching secularism of the late
twentieth century.  But we  share an in-
extinguishable hope and trust that there
is meaning, that "the executioner shall
not triumph  over the  victim"  a  quota-
tion,  the  source  of which  I  have  been
unable to trace.

The  penultimate  room   is  the   new
hall   at  the  Sternberg  Centre  and  the
time  lunchtime,  the  Thursday  before
last.  It is  yo#3 #o 'c7/zmcr£//,  Israel  Inde-

pendence Day, and the hall  is full.  We
have  prayed,  we  have  sung,  we  have
mourned,  we have celebrated and, be-
ing Jewish,  we have eaten.  The hall  is

packed,  with  the  children  from  Akiva
School and their teachers, our rabbinic
students and their teachers, the staff of
the   Reform   Movement,   our  youth
workers, our educators, volunteers and
employees, young and old, women and
men.  It reconfirms me in what  I  know
our Movement to be -democratic, par-
ticipatory,   egalitarian.   We   are   the
descendants   of  Abraham,   Isaac   and
Jacob and of Sarah,  Rebeccah,  Rachel
and  Leah.  And  if  we  are  not  demo-
cratic and fully egalitarian as between
women and men, we betray every value
for which we stand.

And  so  to  the  closing  scene.   You
may have thought that it would be here
and now but it is not.  It is the one scene
that I have taken out of sequence but, if
I   have  to  choose  one  for  my   desert
island,  this  is  it.  The  year  is  1971   and
the  place  is the  Palace  Hotel,  Buxton.
It   is   Saturday   morning   and   Rabbi
Michael   Gou]ston  -    zecAe7'  /zczddJ.4
/j.v;.crcfeaA  -  is  preaching  the  greatest
sermon that I have ever heard. Michael
Shire   read,   as   the   study   passage,
Michael Goulston's closing words. For
many years,  RSGB Conference fell  on
the  same  weekend  almost  every  year
and if you were to make a collection of
sermons  given  at  Conference,  a  very
high percentage  of them  would be  on
the sidra Beha 'alotcha, Numbers. chs.
8-12.  Befecz 'cz/ofcAcz  deals  with  the  cri-

sis  in  the  wilderness  and  our  Confer-
ence   sermons   over  the   years   have
discussed crises of faith, crises of prac-
tice, crises of numbers and many other
crises   within   Jewish   life.   Michael
Goulston  said that he was fed up with
crisis and fed up with Jewish life based
upon  crisis.  He  asked  us to  face  up to
the  explosion  of  change,  both   social
and  intellectual,  and  not  hide  from  it.
He asked us to accept and value change
as  well  as continuity.  He urged us  not
to be fearful, not to retreat either into a
world  of  dead  practice  or  to  try  "to
crawl  between  dry  bones  to  keep  our
metaphysics    warm"    (T    S    Eliot,
Webster   was   much   possessed   by
Death).  He reminded us of the  French
Jewish   philosopher,   Renan,   and  his
dictum   that,   in   Judaism   alone,   the
Golden  Age  is  still  to  come.   He  re-
jected  a  God  who  endorses  reaction
and intolerance, who is associated with
abominating sexual  minorities and en-
dorsing  the  extermination  of peoples
in His holy name. He afflrmed the God
before  whom Abraham journeyed and
towards whom we must walk. He urged
us  not  to  opt,  crisis-ridden,  for  stasis
but  to  go  forward - to  serve  the  One
whom  we  cannot  really  have  in  us  or
over  us  or  behind  us  but  always  and
only before us. He exhorted us to cour-
age,  not terror.

Life is indeed full of terrors, far, far
more real  and external  than the trivial
ones  with  which  I  began.  But  in  the

grandeur of the prophetic vision of jus-
tice  and  in  the  holiness  of  domestic
ritual;  in  the  new  paradigm  of Israel-
centred  Jewish  life  and  in  the  small
acts of goodness of bourgeois Diaspora
existence;  in  the  reality  of a  personal
God   and   in   community   that   cares
above  all  else  for people;  in  the  cour-
age  and responsibility  of the Jewishly
educated individual and in the p'artner-
ship between all people of faith; in the
strength  and  diversity   of  Movement
and  in  the  courage  to  continue  to  go
forward,    there    is    what    Michael
Goulston  said there  would  be:  a  hope
and  a  homecoming  and  a  time  and  a
light  and  a  joy.  This  is  the  vision  to
which we rededicate ourselves this af-
ternoon.  As  family,  as  friends  and  as
colleagues,  who  have  already  shared
so  much,  we  say  to  each  other  feazcz4,
Aazczk ve#jtAczzc4,  be  strong,  be  strong
and we shall strengthen each other, for
the future which, with God's blessing,
we shall also share togetherl

Rabbi  Tony  Bay field  /.s  /Ac  Ed/./o/. o/.A4AIVIVA
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RLIGIOUS  SERVICES  CON-
ucted       by       women       for
romen   are   not  unheard-of  in

Jewish history.  Israel Abrahams, in his
Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, te+Js us
that  "by  the  end  of the thirteenth  cen-
tury,   and   perhaps   earlier,   Jewish
women had their own prayer-meetings
in   rooms   at   the   side   of  and   a   little
above the men's synagogue" in  which
they  ``were  led  by  female  precentors,
some  of whom  acquired  considerable
reputation".  He  cites  the  case  of one
Urania   of  Worms   whose   epitaph
records  that  she,  "with  sweet  tuneful-
ness,   officiated   before   the   female
worshippers,  to   whom   she  sang  the
hymnal  portions".I

But in contemporary Jewish experi-
ence such services are a novelty.  For in
Progressive Judaism they are generally
considered  unnecessary,  since  women

participate   equally   with   men   in   the
regular   services,   while   in   Orthodox
Judaism,   where  that   is   not  the   case,
separate women's services are discour-
aged if not forbidden. Therefore when
it became  known  in  1992  that  a  group
of women  of the  United  Synagogue's
Stanmore   congregation   intended   to
hold  their  own   Sfeobbc7/   services,  the

proposal  seemed  revolutionary,  espe-
cially   to   those   unaware   that   similar
experiments   had   been   going   on   in
America for some time.

To   say   that   all   hell   broke   loose
would be  an  overstatement.  What fol-
lowed  was  more  like  a  tragi-comedy.
First  Chief  Rabbi  Dr  Jonathan  Sacks
tried  to  stop  the  experiment.  Then  he
issued  a  ruling  forbidding  such  serv-
ices    on    synagogue   premises   but
allowing them  elsewhere  on  condition
that no Se/c;. ro;.c7A (Scroll of the Law)
was  used.  Subsequently  such  services
were successfully held in Stanmore and
Pinner,   and   -   in   defiance   of  the
"Chief",  complete  with  ro;.cz/7  reading

-in  Hendon.

Those   outside   the   Orthodox   com-
munity.  have    been    watching   this
charade  with  astonishment.   How  can
men presume to tell  women  what they
may  and  may   not  do   in  the  way  of
worship?   How   can   self-respecting

LET US PRAY
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women  submit  to  such  impertinence?
What  is  wrong  with  women  holding
their own  services,  anyway?  How can
there possz.b/)J be anything wrong with
it?

The answer is a long story, on which
much  has  been  written  recently2,  but
which   needs  to   be   compressed  here
into a brief summary.

The   opening   chapter  of  the   Bible
tells us that man and woman were cre-
ated  simultaneously  and  both  alike  in
the  Divine  Image3.  From this it should
have   been   inferred   that   men   and
women are equal  in  dignity and status
for  all  purposes.   But  theology  made
only  a  limited  impact  on  the  roles  of
the  sexes,  which  were  largely  deter-
mined    by    economic    and    social
conditions.   Nevertheless,  the  general

picture  is  not  a  rigid  one.  The  Matri-
archs probably wielded more influence
than the patriarchal records allow us to

perceive and women could rise to high
positions  in  society,  as judges,  queens
and prophetesses.

Especially  relevant  for our purpose
are Miriam, who led the women's cho-
rus  after  the  crossing  of  the  Sea  of
Reeds4;   Hannah,   whose   prayer   at
Shiloh  later served  as  a  proof-text  for
various  liturgical  rules5;  and  Huldah,
who authorised the promulgation of the
Deuteronomic   law-book   discovered
during the restoration of the Temple in
JOsiah's reign6.

Equally  important  is  the  emphasis,
both in the  Bible and subsequently, on
the  inclusion  of women  in  the  inaugu-
ration    and    confirmation    of    the
Covenant between God and Israel.7 0n
the  verse,  "Thus  shall  you  say  to  the
house of Jacob and declare to the chil-
dren   of  Israel",   an   early   Midrash
comments  that  the  former  phrase  re-
fers  to  the  women,  the  latter  to  the
men, in that order!8

From the  involvement of women  in
the Covenant one might have expected
them to play an equal role with men in
the twin pillars of Jewish religious life:

worship and education.  But  it was  not
so.  The  duty  of  pilgrimage  was  laid
only on  men9.  The priesthood was he-
reditary     and     exclusively     male.
Therefore  women,  like  men  of  non-
priestly  descent,  could  attend  Temple
worship only as spectators, not as par-
ticipants. We even hear, though only in

post-biblical   sources,   of  a   women's
court    /ez;.af  ;2¢5.Az.#7/"'.   But   it   is   not
therefore to be assumed that the  sexes
were  always  separated.  For one thing,
there is no reason to suppose that such
a court existed in the First Temple, and
it  may  not  even  have  featured  in  the
Second Temple  prior to  its  rebuilding
by King Herod; for another, the sources
show  that  men  passed  freely  through
the women's court.I I

Only  once  a  year,  the  Talmud  tells
us,   was   sex   segregation   strictly   en-
forced, and that was on the  Festival  of
W ater~Dra.w.ing (simchat  belt  ha-sho~
evczA),    because    of    the    levity    it
engendered,  and  the  attendant  danger
of licentiousness.'2

So far as education is concerned, we
have  little  reliable  information  on  the

period  of the  Bible,  so  that  the  ques-
tion,  whether its many exhortations to

parents  to  teach  their  children"  were
meant  to  apply  to  both  sexes  -  and
therefore  whether   be#  should  always
be translated `son' rather than `child' -
cannot  be  answered  with  certainty.  It
is, however, noteworthy that in ,the in-
stitution     known     as         fecz4-Ae/        -
`assemble',  i.e.,  the  public  reading  of

the  ro;.cz4  every  seven years -women
are  explicitly  included[4.

It  was  the  new  phase  of  Judaism,

pioneered by the  Pharisees  and devel-
oped  by  the  Rabbis,  which  sought  to
define  the  role  of  women  with  legal

precision.
General   opinions  about  women   in

Pharisaic-Rabbinic   literature   written
by  men  for men  vary  from  laudatory,
for instance that they are compassion-
ate[5  and  more  intelligent  than  men"`,
to  insulting,  for  instance  that  they  are
talkative`7  and  weak-wi]led'X,  and  that
they have the mentality of children and
slaves'9.   In   their   domestic   role,   as
wives and mothers, they are praised to
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the sky. But their rights in matrimonial
law, in spite of various alleviations, are
minimal and their role in society is one
of almost  total  subordination  to  men.
The accepted view is that their place is
in the home. They gain merit,  says the
Talmud,   by   sending   their   sons   to
school  and  their  husbands  to  college,
and  waiting  for  them  till   they  come
home2".  Like  minors  and  slaves,  with
whom  they are  frequently juxtaposed,
they   lack   `legal   personality'   in   the
sense that they  are  incompetent to  act
as  witnesses2'   or judges22.  According
to   Maimonides,   they   may   not  hold
Communal  office23.

The  benediction  a  male  Jew  is  re-

quired to say every day, praising God
for  not  having  made  him  a  woman24,
implies exactly  what  it appears to  im-
ply, and all attempts to explain it away
are   transparent   rationalisations.   So,
too,  the  often  heard  assertion  that  in
Rabbinic  Judaism  women  have  a  dif-
ferent  role  from  men  but  not  a  lower
status is a manifest case of self-decep-
tion  when  it is not a deliberate lie.  For
a fair summary we might turn to Judith
Romney  Wegner:  "True,  woman  was
never  a  complete  person  in  mishnaic
society, but neither was she always and
only a chattel"25.  And to  Rachel  Biale:
"They  have  no  public  role  and  their

Proper sphere is the home".26
What chiefly concerns us here is the

position  of women  iJz.s-a-vz.s the  A4z./z-
vof.  The  general  rule  is  stated  in  the
Mishnah:  women  are  subject to  all  of
them except those of a positive nature
which  have to be  carried  out  within  a
specifi\ed  time..    mifzvot  aseh  she-ha-
z'#?cz#   g'ro#7a27.   According   to   the
common  explanation,  the  purpose  of
the  exemption  is  to  relieve  women  of
the burden of having to perform rituals
when they are likely to be preoccupied
with  wifely  and  motherly  duties.  But

(a)   not  all   women  are  married  with
young  children  and  (b)  the  permitted
time limits are very wide. The conclu-
sion  is  therefore  inescapable  that  the
Rabbis   were   as  much   concerned  to
confine  women  to their domestic  role
as  to  make  life  easy  for them.  There-
fore,   too,   the  tendency  to   interpret
`exemption'  as  `exclusion',  which  has

stultified   women's   role   in   Rabbinic
Judaism  ever  since,  may  not  be  alto-
gether    contrary    to    the    original
intention.

The  exemption  is,  however,  only  a
rule-of-thumb which  allows of excep-
tions  and  various  interpretations.  For
instance, one of the A4ztzvof from which
women  are  exempt  is  the  twice-daily
recitation of the Sfee#!cz28 -surprisi ngly,
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considering that the Sfee#7cz  is the Jew-
ish  people's  declaration  of loyalty  to
the  Covenant.  It  is somewhat reassur-
ing,   therefore,   that   women   were,
nevertheless,  to  be  fczifg4/ the  Sfec#2cz,
at   least  the   first   verse,   so  that  they
might "take upon themselves the yoke
of  the   Kingdom   of  Heaven"29.   And
there  is  little  doubt that  pious  women
have observed this devotional practice
all through the centuries.

Conversely,     according    to    the
A4z.sfe#crfe,  women are #o/ exempt from
re¢//czfe.   daily  prayer,27  even  though,
as generally understood, that is subject
to well-defined time limits. One possi-
ble   explanation,   adopted   by   the
Gemczrcz, is that it constitutes an excep-
tion to the rule, made because women,
no   less  than   men,   need  to  pray  for
God's  mercy3".  Another,  propounded
by  Maimonides3',  is  that  the  A4!.s4#crfe
refers to a general duty to pray, which
is  derived   from   the    rorcrfe32   but   not
time-bound,  and does not apply to the
thrice-daily recitation of the particular
rabbinically-ordainedprayerotherwise
known a,s Shemoneh Esreh or Amidah,
which is not incumbent on women.

Later  commentators   explain   that
from the point of view of the  ror¢fe  it
is sufficient if women  say a spontane-
ous  prayer first  thing  in  the  morning,
and  that  this  is  "possibly"  all  that  the
Rabbis  of the  A4z.sA#czfe  had  in  mind33.
More  strongly  represented,  however,
is the  contrary  view  of Nachmanides,
that  the   Adz.s4#czA  refers  to  the  recita-
tion   of  the    Am!.cJafe   morning   and
afternoon,   though   not   necessarily   in
the  evening,  since  the  evening  prayer
is   not   strictly   obligatory   even   for
men34.  Nevertheless  the  author  of the
code  book   Aruch  ha-Shulchan  con~
fesses   that   "our   women   are   not
punctilious  about  reciting  the  A#7j.dole
morning   and   afternoon"35.   There   is
thus  a  range  of opinions  in  the  tradi-
tional   sources   regarding   the   exact
nature  of  women's  obligation  in  the
matter of daily prayer.

Similar remarks apply to their posi-
tion    1/;.s-a-1/;.s  the   reading   of    rorcrfe,
which  in  turn   relates  to  the   Rabbis'
attitude  to  the  education  of  women.
That, alas, was mostly negative.  In the
Talmud  Ben  Azzai  did indeed believe
that  Jewish  fathers  should  teach  their
daughters    rorczfe,   but   Rabbi   Eliezer
countered that to do so was tantamount
to teaching them frivolity36. Tragically,
Eliezer's view prevailed and was  ulti-
mately codified in the Sfe#/chcz# 4;.£fch,
which  states  that  it  is  not  meritorious
for women to study  rorafe in the same
way  as  it  is  for  men,  and  that  they

should  really  not  be  taught  at  all  be-
cause  they  are  incapable  of  studying
roJ.cr/t  in the right spirit.17.

Admittedly, contrary views are to be
found.   Individual  women,  like  Rabbi
Meir's  wife  Beruriah,  were  highly  re-
spected   for  their   learning.   There   is
occasional   emphasis   on   girls   being
taught at least the essentials they  need
to  know  to  lead  a  Jewish  life-'X.  There
have been  significant  advances  in  that
respect   in   modern   Orthodoxy.   Even
pleas  for  a   complete  reversal   of  the
traditional   attitude   have   been   heard
from   "mavericks"   like   Yeshayahu
Leibowitz,   who   has   said:   "Barring
women  from the study of ro;-cz/!  is not
freeing  them  from  an  obligation...but
rather   a   denial   of  a   basic   Jewish
right"..19.   But   much   ambivalence   re-
mains.

Nevertheless, in view of the central-
ity of the ritual of the reading of ro;.¢fe
in Judaism, as well as its possible deri-
vation  from  the  biblical  institution  of
A¢44e/,  which,  as  we  have  seen,  ap-
plied to both  sexes,  one  would  expect
women  to  be  included  in  the  duty  of
hearing it,  if not the privilege of doing
it. To some extent, that is the case. The
rose//cz rules that "all may be included
among the seven called up on Sfeabbcr/
morning to read from the  ro;.crfe,  even
a  minor and  even  a  woman",  but  im-
mediately   goes   on   to   say,   without
giving a reason, that it is not "done" to
call  up a woman to  read  in public4".  A
similar statement occurs in the ra/mffd,
which  adds that  it  is  not  done  #2/.p#ej;
A 'vod /z/.bbff;., "out of consideration for
the dignity of the congregation"4'.

What  that  phrase  almost  certainly
means is that a visitor might think the
men  of the  congregation  were  too  ig-
norant    to    read    from    the      7-o;-czfe.
Similarly,  it  is  considered  a  disgrace
for  a  husband  if his  wife  recite;  the
thanksgiving    after    meals    on    his
behalf2.  But  Rashi  adds  a twist  when
he  comments  "so  that  respect  for  the
ro;.czfe and respect for the Prophets may
not be put on a par" 4' . The clear impli-
cation  of this tell-tale  remark  is that  it
was   not   unusual   in   Rashi's  time   for
women  to  be  called   up  to  read  the
Hafiarah.

It  should be added that the  A4f.5.fe#czfe
does not exclude women from the read-
ing   of  the   Scroll   of  Esther43   or  the
ro;.czfe44.   According   to   the   halakhist
Moses  lsserles,  (Cracow   1525-1572),
the  talmudic  statement  that  "it  is  not
done" precludes only the calling up of
women to the exclusion of men45. Simi-
larly, Menachem Meiri cites an opinion
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that as long as one  male Jew has been
called  up,  the  rest  may  be  women.46
There  is  furthermore  a  curious  teach-
ing  that  in  a  community  that  consists
entirely of Ao4cr#/.#7, putative descend-
ants of the ancient priests, women may
be called up to the reading of the ro;-CZA
in lieu  of non-priestly  Israe]ites47.

It is thus apparent that, on the role of
women  with  respect to prayer,  educa-
tion    and    the    public    reading    of
Scripture,   there   is   in   the   Tradition
enough   negativism  to  provide   more
than a little support for those who wish
to   discourage   or  prohibit   women's
services.   This   has   sometimes   been
thought to be reinforced by several fur-
ther  considerations.  One  is  the  view,
held   by   some   halachic   authorities
though not all, that a person who is not
strictly obligated to perform a A4j./zvc7A
may  not  recite  the  blessing  "who  has
commanded us" that goes with  it.  An-
other is the halachic principle that such
a person may not discharge the obliga-
tion  on  behalf of others.  There  is also
an extreme puritanical -or should one
say  prurient? -attitude  which  regards
the  sight  of` a  woman,  and  especially
the sound of her voice, as sexually pro-
vocative   or   distracting   to   men.   "A
female voice is seductive", ko/ b '!.sfecrA
ervcrfe says the ra/#3ifd48.  It is this men-
tality which led, though not before the
13th  century,  to  the  strict  segregation
of the sexes in the synagogue.

In  addition,  there  is  a  common  no-
tion  that  women  should  not  touch  a
Sc/e;- ro;-czfe because they may be ritu-
ally impure through menstruation. That
objection,  however,   is  almost  totally
without  foundation.   For  one  thing,  a
Se/e;-ro;.crfe  is not susceptible of ritual
impurity.  For another, Joseph Caro, in
the  S4if/cfecr#  A;.ifc'fe,  the  principal  law
code,  states  explicitly  that  all,  includ-
ing the ritually impure, may read from
the    ro;.crfe49.   Moses   lsserles   does   in-
deed  cite  a  contrary  view,  but  only to
reject  it.49

In the main, however, the view hos-
tile   to   women's   services   is   to   be
explained, not by what the sources say,
but by the mentality of its proponents.
Those of reactionary bent will  adduce
whatever  they  can  find  in  the  litera-
ture, provided only that it is stringent,
prohibitive and illiberal.  Hence Rabbis
Moses       Feinstein,       Joseph       8.
Soloveitchik and J.  David  Bleich have
opposed  women's  prayer groups;  but
other Orthodox Rabbis have permitted
or  even   advocated  them5t'.   Rabbi   Dr
Jonathan  Sacks  seems  to  have  placed
himself unconvincingly between these
two tendencies.

In   1974  the  anonymous  author  of
the "Ask the Rabbi" column in the/ew-
z.sA  Cfero#;.c/e, widely believed to have
been Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs, wrote: "It
is   no   doubt   surprising  but  true  that
there   is   no   specific   religious   law
forbidding  a  woman  to  participate  in
the service or even to conduct the serv-
ice"5'. Nobody contradicted him.

Thus the whole area of the participa-
tion  of women  in religious  worship  is
one in which it is quite possible, if one
is so inclined, to interpret the Tradition
very   permissively.   But   Progressive
Judaism  does  not merely  interpret the
Tradition. It also questions its assump-
tions.   How   much   validity,   we   must
therefore   ask  ourselves,   is  there   in
these propositions: that women's place
is  exclusively  in  the  home;  that  they
have   no   legal   personality;   that   all
women must be exempted from certain
rituals because  some may be domesti-
cally   occupied;   that  to   be   exempt
means  to  be  precluded;  that  to  teach
women  rorcz4  is to teach them frivol-
ity; that they are incapable of studying
in the right spirit; that to call  them  up
to the rorczA is an indignity for the men
of the  congregation  and,  more  gener-
ally, that what is right for one period of
history may not be wrong for another?

Surely  the  answer  is:  none  whatso-
ever!

That being so, one can only wonder
at the time  it has taken  for women to
attain their full rights even in  Progres-
sive Judaism. In 1837 Abraham Geigcr
wrote:  "Let there be  from  now  on  no
distinction between duties for men and
women  unless  flowing from the  natu-
ral  laws governing the  sexes."52  Yet  it
was 1920 before women were first per-
mitted   to   conduct   services   at   the
Liberal  Jewish  Synagogue  in  London,
and  1972 before the first woman rabbi
was  ordained  in  America.  Even  now
Lily  Montagu's  challenge to  the  1928
Conference  of  the  World  Union  for
Progressive   Judaism,   "The   women
must  come  down  from  the  gallery,"
has not been fully answered in all  Re-
form  and  Liberal,  let  alone  Masorti,
congregations.

Nevertheless,  the  situation  in   Pro-

gressive    Judaism    is    sufficiently
satisfactory  for  its  women  to  feel  no
need to  hold  their  own  separate  serv-
ices except on special  occasions.  How
many decades or centuries will  it take
before the same can be said of Ortho-
dox   Judaism?   And   will   it   still   be
Orthodox?  If "a]]  is foreseen  yet free-
will  is given"53, God only knowsl
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A NEW SHIDDUCH
JEW AND CHINESE

Youde Fu

AJT:fi:,.I,.,:::fey:lieid:!,Ph?ASKED
"But your name sounds very Jewish.

I  mean  the  pronunciation  of your first
name   is   quite   similar  to   Judah   or
Yehudah.   Which   is  a  typical   Jewish
name."

"What  an  interesting  coincidence!  I

love having a Jewish name,"  I  said.
Actually  my  name  is  very  Chinese,

meaning  `a  man  possessing  virtue'  in
the Confucian interpretation, or `a per-
son  with   inner  power'   in  the  Taoist
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interpretation.   I  was  given  this  name
when  I  started  my  primary  school  in
1963.  At  that  time  neither  my  parents
nor   I   knew  anything   about  Jews   or
Judaism.   The   first   word   concerning
Jews   I   came   across  was   "Zionism",
used  as  a  pejorative  term  in  Chinese
newspapers  and broadcasts  in the  late
'60s and '70s.

Soon after the Cultural Revolution, I
spent seven years at Shandong Univer-
sity,    studying    philosophy    as    an
undergraduate  and  western   philoso-
phy,    Spinoza   in   particular,   as   a

postgraduate.   Increasingly   I   formu-
lated my simple notion of the Jews -a

great  nation contributing the  Old Tes-
tament of the Bible which later became
a Christian classic;  a wise and diligent

people  producing  a  good  number  of
outstanding   figures   like   Albert   Ein-
stein,   Karl   Marx,   Baruch   Spinoza,
Moses  Mendelssohn,   Henri   Bergson,
Edmund  Husserl,  Sigmund  Freud  and
Henry  Kissinger.

Spinoza is the matchmaker between
me  and  Jewish  culture  and  Oxford  is
the  place  where   I   started  my  Jewish
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studies.  Because of my previous study
of  Spinoza's   philosophy,   Professor
Tax  Xintian,  one  of the  compilers  of
the `Complete Works of spinoza', sug-
gested   that   I   translate   Spinoza's
Hebrew Grammar into Chinese. Just at
that  moment  a  mailing  containing  the

prospectus  of the  Oxford  Centre  for
Hebrew  and  Jewish   Studies  miracu-

lously   arrived   in   the   department   in
which   I   worked.   Before   long   I   was
applying  for the  one-year post-gradu-
ate   programme   of  the   Centre.   At
Oxford   I   studied   Biblical   Hebrew,
Judaism,  Talmud,  Jewish  politics,  the
history  of Jewish  nationalism,  Jewish
ethics, all of which provided me with a
vivid   picture   of  Jewish   civilization.
The conciseness and beauty of the He-
brew    language,    the    flexible   and
interesting   rabbinic   interpretation   of
the  law,  Theodor  Herzl's  enthusiasm
and   Ahad   Ha'am's   speculative   and

profound  thoughts  are  all  deeply  im-
pressive   and   unforgettable.   Jewish
culture,   despite   its  differences   from
Chinese,  is  not  alien  to  the  Chinese.
The two civilisations have many things
in  common,  especially  in  their  ethics
and practical  life. Gradually, my initial
curiosity  was  replaced  by  a  strong  in-
terest so that at the end of the one-year
programme I could not help but decide
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to  go  further  into  my  Judaic  explora-
tion.   Thanks   to   Rabbi   Dr  Jonathan
Magonet's  considerable  efforts,  I  was
able  to  continue  my  study  of Jewish
thought  at  Leo  Baeck  College,   Lon-
don,   for  the   following   year.   This
strengthened   my   resolution   to   do
something about Jewish culture for the
rest of my life.

For the summer and winter of 1993,
I  returned  to  Shandong  University  to
visit   my   family.   Many   of  my   col-
leagues and friends showed an interest
in my studies. They asked many ques-
tions about the Jewish people and their
culture. I found that they were ignorant
of Jewish  civilization  but  surprisingly
eager to know about it. A very promis-
ing young  professor of aesthetics told
me  that  he  could  not  understand  why
Nietzsche   and   some   other  thinkers
manifest  in their works  such  hostility,
aversion  to  and  hatred  of the  Jews.  I

gave  him  a  brief description  of anti-
Semitism in the Christian world and its
religious and economic causes, empha-
sising  that  many  historical  facts  had
been terribly distorted.  I could not help
myself:  how  could  the  Jewish  people
and their culture be ignored in China to
such  a  degree  that  even  scholars,  let
alone  ordinary  people,  have  no  basic
knowledge   of  the   Jewish   past   and
present situation?

Their lack of knowledge about Jews
has  an  historical  basis  -the  near total
absence   of  Jewish   studies   in   China.
But the potential to initiate and expand
such   studies   was   always  there.   This

point has been proved by the fact that,
with  the  relaxation  of the  relationship
between  China  and  Israel   in  the  late
'80s  and  the  formal  establishment  of

diplomatic  ties  between  the  two  gov-
ernments  in   1991,  some  books  about
Jews  have  been  published  and  three
units  for Jewish  studies  have  been  set
up   respectively   in   Beij.ing,   Shanghai
and Nanjing Universities. And, as Jew-
ish   students   come  to   study   Chinese
culture   at   universities   in   China  -  at
Shandong  University,   for  example  -
some Chinese scholars and students go
abroad  to   study   Jewish   culture   in   a
number of countries. The long-awaited
opportunity  for Jewish  studies has ap-

peared at last and  I  believe that now is
the right time to offer Jewish studies in
China.

The  Chinese   interest   in  Jews  and
Jewish culture is ultimately determined
by  the  need  of the  Chinese  people  to
replenish and modernise their own tra-
dition. Great changes have taken place
in  China  since  the  end  of the  Cultural
Revolution.   Economic   reform   has

brought about the fast development of
the economy,  which  demands a corre-
sponding   and   modernized   culture.
During  this  process  of cultural  mod-
ernization,   Chinese   people   need   to
synthesize diverse civilizations includ-
ing Jewish culture, with their own.  But
whereas all  other major cultures or re-
ligions    are   to    a    varying    degree
influential    in   China,   Judaism,   the
mother  of Christian  and  Islamic  cul-
tures,  is  basically  not  available  in  the
country.   Many   Chinese   intellectuals
are now aware of this problem.

If someone asks me whether there is
anti-Semitism  in  China,  my  answer  is
"quite possibly yes". Nearly two years

ago,   I   went  to  a   Catholic  church   in
Jinan in order to buy a Chinese version
of the  Bible.  I told one Christian in the
church  that  I  would  soon  be  going  to
Oxford to study Judaism and  I  needed
to read the Old Testament. To my great
surprise,   he   said  to   me   coldly:   "No
Jews!   No  Judaism!"  I  presume  from
this  story that there must be some  sort
of   anti-Semitism   among   Chinese
Christians,  who  derived  it  directly  or
indirectly  from  the  western  churches.
The  Chinese  Christians  did  not  know
that,  since   1968,  the  Vatican  and  the
churches in a variety of countries have
formally admitted and repented of their
historic   anti-Semitism   and   that   dia-
logue between Jews and Christians has
now   made  good  progress.   I   think   it
necessary to  let the  Chinese  Christian
know   this   historic   truth   in   order  to
eliminate  the  anti-Semitic  elements  in
China.

Professor  Yie  Yiliang,   Director  of
the   Institute   of  Hebrew   studies   at
Beijing  University,  has  invited  me  to
work  there  when  I  return  to  China.   I
love  Beijing  University.  But  I  am  also
reluctant to leave Shandong University
at  which  I  have  spent  seventeen  years
and have so many good colleagues and
friends.   Given   the   advantages   and
characteristics  of  Shandong  province
and  the   university,   at  the  suggestion
and  encouragement  of  my   friends,   I
decided to  set up a Jewish  department
at Shandong University.  I  reported my

project  to  the  University  last  Decem-
ber.  The  Vice-President  in  charge  of
humanities expressed her outright sup-
port and then asked me to organise the
institute  as  its  director.  Soon,  several
lecturers in different departments, who
have a good knowledge of English and
are   academically   promising,   showed
interest  in participating  in the work of
the  Jewish   unit.   Thus  an  embryonic
form   of  Jewish   institute   was   estab-
lished   at   the   beginning   of   1994   at
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Shandong University.
Shandong  province   is   geographi-

cally  distant  from  Beijing,  Shanghai,
Nanjing and Ytinnan where some Jew-
ish   units   were   set   up   earlier.    In
addition,  Shandong  is a province  with
the second largest population in China,
where,   for  historic   and   cultural   rea-
sons,   Confucianism,   Christianity,
Buddhism   and   Islam   are   relatively

popular  and  influential.  Furthermore,
Shandong University is one of the old-
est  seats  of learning  in  China,  is  run
directly by the central government and
is well-known for the study of humani-
ties,  in which excellent facilities and a
high-powered staff are available.  This
is why  I  would rather establish a Jew-
ish institute there.

I   do   not  think  there  could  be  too
many  Jewish  Studies  units.  Who  can
say  that  four  or  five  departments  of
Jewish  studies  in  China  is  enough,  let
alone  more  than  enough,  when  China
is a country with a population of nearly
1.2   billion   and   1400   regular   institu-
tions  of higher  education.  Of course,
every unit will have its own character-
istics.   Our   institute,   different   from
others which either emphasize the stud-
ies   of  Jewish   literature   or   Jewish
history  and  the  Chinese  Jewish  com-
munities,   will   pay  more  attention  to
Jewish thought, religion and compara-
tive studies.

I  endorse  the  concept  of inter-faith
dialogue   which   asks   for  mutual   re-
spect,             understanding             and
communication between different cul-
tures.  These  values  apply  not  only  to
Jews   and  Christians   or  Muslims   but
also to Jews and Chinese. I know many
Chinese who are hoping to understand
the  Jewish  people  and  to  learn  some-
thing beneficial  by  means of. digesting
and   assimilating   various   aspects   of
Jewish  culture.   Meanwhile,  a  not  in-
considerable number of Jews, as far as
I am aware, also embrace the hope that
they will find something good and use-
ful from the Chinese tradition.  I believe
that they will  as time goes by.

Looking forward to the future,  I  am
faced with  a  magnificent  and glorious

palace of Jewish culture.  I am standing
on  its  threshold,  hoping  to  step  in  and
enjoy its marvellous spiritual treasurel
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AM  A JEWISH  WOMAN  FROM

I. ew York.  I have not lived in New
ork  for  more  than  a  few  months

since  1986, the year when I left to go to
college.  Yet  I  am  a  New  Yorker  and
will  always be a New Yorker.  And the
word "woman" - my sex, my gender -
shapes   my   course  through   life,   as   I
attempt  to  enter a  profession  that  was
closed  to  women  only  a  few  decades
ago.   Finally,   as  this   is   an   essay   for
rabbinical  school,  the  word  "Jewish"
in my first sentence vibrates, resonates
and  demands  explanation.   I  can  only
write a short sentence about each sepa-
rate  element  of myself,  for  it  is  these
components that combine inextricably
to compose the person that  I am.

There are places I remember, though
the  Bronx,  where  I  was  born,  was  not
one  of them.  It  was  a  different  Bronx
than  it  is today  and  when  we drive by
Rosedale  Avenue  on  the  way  to  my
relatives  on  Long  Island,    my  parents
often  sigh  at  memories  of how  differ-
ent  this  neighbourhood  of theirs  was
when  they  were  growing  up.   I  heard
Richard   Joel,   National   Director   of
Hillel   (American  Jewish  Student  Or-

ganisation) once say, the problem with

the  lack  of Jewish  identity  in  young

people today is that, "... you can't teach
your  mother's   smells."   My   parents
grew   up   with   chicken   soup   on   the
stove,  lamb chops for lunch  every day
and   a   cultural,   even   somewhat   reli-

gious,  Judaism  incorporated  into their
lives.  I am lucky in that I  still get some
of those  "smells"  as  we  are  close  to
many relatives on both sides, including
adoring   grandparents,   although   the
kitchens are now in New Jersey, West-
minster and New Jersey.

My  parents  left  the  Bronx  when   I
was   two   and,   after  a   brief  stay   in
Rockland County, my family moved to
Westchester County in  1975. They de-
cided to join  a  synagogue -according
to my  mother,  so that jf their children
married out of.the religion, as many of
their  nieces  and   nephews  had   done,
they  would  not  have to  look  back  and
wonder  if they  should  have  joined  a
synagogue.

Today,   they   participate   in   temple
life,  have been part of a cfec!vif;.cr/3 (fel-
lowship group) through the synagogue
for many years  and  attend  classes  and
services. This is where my siblings and
I  were  bar  and  bat  mitzvah  alnd  con-
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firmed.  I  am  astonished  when  my  fe-
male  friends  tell  me  that  they  did  not
read  from  the   rorczfe  during  their  ba/
"z./zvcz4. One of my most distinct child-
hood   memories   is   of  leading   the
service   in   front  of  my  relatives   and
friends.

In my family,  I  am the serious child
who takes after her father. I am also the
eldest child, although you would never
know that by looking at my  sister and
brother who tower over me.  My sister
had a more rebellious childhood than I,
although   she   is  fortunate  enough  to
have direction,  knowing since seventh

grade that she wants to have a career in
the  field  of psychology,  which  she  is
now studying at the State University of
New   York-Plattsburgh.   My   sixteen-
year-old  brother,  both  a  high  school
wrestler  and  football  player,  is  also  a
great  cook  who  has  the  best  sense  of
humour of all  of us.  Both  my brother
and sister have learning disabilities that
make  school  more  difficult  for  them
than it was for me.

I  was  not a popular kid during high
school,  preferring the  newspaper staff
and  chorus  to  parties  and  sports.  This
did   not  please   my   mom,   although   I
think  my  father understood.  Summers
were  always  important to me because
as a camp counsellor for seven years in
Chappaqua, New York, I learned that I
could  make  a  difference  in  a  child's
life.  I  learned that  it  was  necessary  to
demonstrate compassion and guidance
when   working   with   children.   I   con-
tinue to try to be  caring,  sensitive and
resourceful  when  working  with  chil-
dren  in  my  volunteer  work  and  as  a
Sunday school teacher.

Near the  end  of high  school  I  went
on  the  National  Federation  of Temple
Youth  Archaeological  dig,  a  six-week
Israel  programme.  I  remember  being
taken  to  the  Western  Wall  during  my
first day  in Jerusalem and seeing peo-

ple  standing  around  me,  sobbing  and
swaying  in  prayer.  Six  weeks  later  I
returned  to  the  same  spot  and  sobbed
and swayed with everyone else. I know
that  this  trip  to   Israel,   whether  con-
sciously or not, set me on the path I am

pursuing  today.  This  trip also  showed
me how the songs, liturgy and ideals of
the Reform movement live outside the
synagogue and in people's daily  lives.

After high school  I  went to the Unj-
versity of Wisconsin at  Madison.

That  was  the  first  place  that  I  en-
countered  anti-Semitism  -"I've  been

j.ewed" is a phrase I heard several times
-and anti-Zionism.  I  have a particular

memory  of a   yo;7i  f7c} 'cz/z#2crif/,   Israel
Independence  Day,  celebration  in  the
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library  mall,  that  was  surrounded  by

people carrying signs with "formulas"
like Zionism = Racism,  Israel = South
Africa and pictures of the Star of David
equalling  the  swastika.  In  the  campus
Jewish  community,  I  attended  public
events,  rallies,  occasional  Hillel  serv-
ices and even had a response printed in
Sfe 'mcz,  a distinguished American Jew-
ish  magazine,  reporting on  my  liberal
campus' reaction to the Palestinian up-
risings.  Community relations is such a
central  issue  to  our Jewish  world  and
my experiences at Madison formed the
basis for many 6f the issues I choose to

pursue today.
I  have  used the voices and opinions

I  heard  at  Madison  to  shape  many  of
the   programmes   I   have   organized
since.  In fact, the first seminar I  organ-
ized   for  my  job   in   London   was   a
programme  examining  prejudice  and
anti-Semitism. It dealt with Black-Jew-
ish relations and anti-Zionism as a form
of anti-Semitism, and was highlighted
with an address from Gerry Gable, edi-
tor  of   Sea;-cfe/j.gAf,   an   anti-fascist
monthly published in Great  Britain.

I  spent  time  in  London  during  col-
lege   and   decided  to   go   back   after

graduation.  As  a  student  in  London,  I
had  volunteered  at  the   Conservative
Party's  Central  Office  and  I  wrote  to
them  forjob  opportunities,  as  well  as
to   several   organizations   in   Britain's
Jewish  community.  In  the  event  I  be-
came       the       Student       Activities
Co-ordinator  at  the  Sternberg  Centre
for Judaism  in London. The Sternberg
Centre  is  England's  main  site  of Pro-
gressive Judaism. They were willing to
consider an American for this position
because   of  the   confidence   I,   as   an
American   Reform  Jew,   have   in   my
Judaism.  This  is  a  confidence  that  a
British  Progressive Jew,  a minority  in
England's  Jewish  community,  is  less
likely  to  have.  My job  included  visit-
ing  students  on  campuses  throughout
England  each  weekend,   leading  pro-
gressive       services,              chavLiro[s,
co-ordinating a progressive chaplaincy
network  at the  universities and organ-
izing seminars  for students  on present
Jewish community issues.

But  I  did  so  much  more.  I  became

part of a community that is both physi-
cally    and    mentally    close    to    the
Holocaust, a community where there js
not  only  anti-Semitism,  but  anti-pro-

gressivism.   And   I   became  entranced
by  all  the  rabbis  constantly  swarming
about the Sternberg Centre to research,
teach  and  learn.   For  the  first  time,   I
thought of becoming a rabbi, although
I   recently  discovered,  from  a  cousin

who researches our family history, that
my father's father had wanted to attend
rabbinical  school  in  Mogilev,  Russia,
but came to America to lead a less than

pious   life.   When   I   ask   rabbis   when
they  knew they  wanted to be  rabbis,  I

get  one  of  two  answers.  Either  they
say, "I  knew at a young age," -five  is
often the age mentioned for those who
knew  early  on  ~  or  they  say,  "In  my
adult life."  My answer is the  latter and
it  was  specifically  my   experience   in
London  that  set  me  on  the path  to  the
rabbinate.  Never has  such  a period  in-
fluenced my life as my time in London.
Never have I  learned so much, been so
inspired, met so many fascinat:ng per-
sonalities and grown  in a mere yetn.r.

All   the   while   I   was   pulled   like   a
magnet  to  Judaism.   I   was   forced  to
examine seriously what Judaism meant
to  me  while  communicating  it  to  the
students  I  was  working  with;  putting
together   S/7clbbc}/  services  that  spoke
of a theme, while remaining true to the
S4czbbcz/  liturgy,  studying  with  rabbis
at  the  conferences  of the  Reform  and
Liberal movements; attending services
at various synagogues  in  London,  and
working  to   define  my  personal   con-
ception of God, now that I was an adult
exploring  Judaism  on  my  own.  I  dis-
tinctly   remember  sitting   in   a   group
discussion   at  the   Liberal   movement
conference,   that   dealt   with   personal
concepts of God.  I remember finding a
personal  definition of God that  I  carry
with  me  to  this  day:   God  as  both   a
strength within and a power to grasp in
times of need.  I  study today at weekly
classes  held  at  the  Jewish  Federation
of Metropolitan Chicago, where  I  now
work, and at Temple  Sholom.  For me,
study  and  debate  about  Judaism  con-
tinues to enhance  my  feeling that God
is  within  and  hopefully  allows  mc  to
transfer this  strength  to  others,  soy that
they,   too,   will   want  to   explore  their
Judaism.

In  particular,  there  are  two  rabbis  I
met in London whom  I greatly admire.
I  hope  I  can some day display the wis-
dom and compassion they do. One was
my supervisor at the Sternberg Centre.
Both  of them  have  a  special  gift  that
embodies  what  I  consider to be  a  rab-
bi's essence:  an  ability to zone  in  on  a

person's  potential  and  make  it  flower.
They  make  Judaism  feel  good  and  let

people  know  that  they  can  be  part  of
that  feeling.  This  takes  a  wisdom  to
which  I  aspire.

In   London,   I   had   several   talented
students   who   played   guitar  and   to-

gether   we   would   combine   music,
Con{iniied on next page
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literature and liturgy for S4crbbc7/ serv-
ices.  I  honestly  believe  that  if people
had moving S#obbo/ experiences, they
would   further   explore   their  Jewish
roots.  I  became  so  inspired  by  the  ef-
fect   of  guitar   music   that   I   began
playing  two  years  ago  and  have  had
the opportunity to play in services and
teach  songs to  my  Sunday  School  pu-

pils.  It  is  really  only  in  the  context  of
the  Reform  service that  I  can play  my
guitar  and   put   in   the   readings   with
which  I  want to reach  others.

After my time in London,  I  returned
to the States but put off the decision to
apply  to  rabbinical   school.   My  eyes
were wide open, with awe at the knowl-
edge   and   inspiration   that   Judaism
combines but I felt I needed more work
experience in the Jewish community to
ensure that this was where  I  wanted to
be.  I  moved to Chicago and now work
in  the  regional  office  of Hil]el  in  Chi-
cago.  Myjob is similar to what  I did in
London  in terms of programming,  but
there is a social  action and fundraising
side  to  my  current  position.   I  am  re-
sponsible    for   the    United   Jewish
Appeal/Federation campaigns on cam-

puses   in   Illinois,   which   means   I   am
constantly  bringing  speakers  to  cam-

pus  to  speak  about  Jewish  issues  and
Jewish   roles   in   our   community   and
teaching   students   the   concept   of
/zec7c7kc7A,   charity,  as  they  become  in-
dependent   and   learn   that   they   can
control  their  surroundings.  I  am  twice
lucky again to have a supervisor, Rabbi
Richard  Marker,  who  lets  me  entwine
my  interests  and experiences with  my
work.  The  students  I  work  with,  both

graduate  and  undergraduate,  are  truly
committed   to   bettering   the   world
around them  as j'ews and  I  find a con-
stant thirst for knowledge within them.
I  am  also  fortunate  to  work  in  such  a
strong  Jewish   Federation  community
as Chicago.

Last year, I also began studying part-
time for a masters  in  art history at the
University  of Illinois  in  Chicago,  fol-
lowing  up  on  a passion  for art  history
that  began  in  London.  After  years  of
my parents' dragging us from museum
to museum, their love of art stuck with
me.  I have done voluntary work at mu-
seums   for   the   last   several   years,
including the Jewish  Museum  of New
York   and   the   Spertus   Museum   of
Judaica in Chicago. My final paner for
the  art  history  masters'  class  became
an   examination   of  a   woman   artist's
Judaism.   The   paper   was   on    Lee
Krasner,   wife   of  the   artist   Jackson
Pollock, and an artist in  her own right.
I  wrote about  "Lee  Krasner:  The Jew-
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ish Woman in Her Art" and I examined
her Orthodox upbringing, her rejection
of religious  but  not  cultural  Judaism,
and the evidence of her Judaism in her
art,  as  well  as  her  turbulent  life  with
Jackson  Pollock.  When  I  took  a  trip
out to the  Hamptons to visit the house
where Krasner and Pollock lived, I also
visited  the  cemetery  where  both  of
them are buried.  I found myself laying
a  stone  on  Lee  Krasner's  gravestone,
my  way  of communicating  with  her,
Jewish woman to Jewish woman.

The combination of a time-consum-
ing job, my continuing desire to apply
to  rabbinical  school  and  a  realization
that my volunteer work and independ-
ent  reading  in  art  history  was  enough
for now,  forced me to withdraw from
the  course  but  I  do  one  day  hope  to
pursue  a  further  academic  degree  in
the field. For now, my love of art often

provides me with resourceful ideas and
creative   ways  to   communicate   with
others.

My interest in art history also led me
to  work  for  the  "Anne  Frank  in  the
World" exhibition that would be visit-
ing   Chicago.   Through   Hillel,   we

planned a reception for students in con-
junction   with   this   exhibit.   We   were
addressed  by  a   survivor  and  author,
Judith  Magyar  lsaacson,  who  entered
Auschwitz  a  month  after  Anne  Frank
and who would have had a similar ex-

perience   to   Anne's.   This   beautiful,
smiling  woman  spoke  of such  horrors
and  yet  the  sun  managed  to  continue
shining through the windows through-
out her talk.  I  have always been aware
of the  Holocaust.  But  it  was  not  until
my work on the Anne Frank exhibition
that  my  awareness  of  the  Holocaust
deepened tremendously.  I have made a

personal promise to do everything pos-
sible   to   educate   myself  and   others
about   this   unfathomable   event   that
happened fifty years ago.

Today,  I am a guide for Judy Chica-
go's  current  exhibition  at  the  Spertus
Museum ofJudaica, entitled f7o/occr£/s/
P7.o/.ec/.   This   exhibition   of  fifteen

pieces   of  art   vividly   illustrates   one
woman's  odyssey  into  the  history  of
the  Holocaust  and the  prism  provided
by   the   Holocaust  through   which   to
view genocjdes  both before  and  after.
As  part  of  our  training,  there  was  a
guided  walk  through  the  exhibit  with
Judy  Chicago.  Someone  asked  her  if
she  led  a  more  observant  Jewish  life-
style   now   that   she   had   spent   seven

years  working on this project.  She  re-
plied,   "We   celebrate   the    sede;.,   we
observe  the  holidays,  and  sometimes
go  to   synagogue  on    S4obbc7/.   Jews

risked  their lives  in  Theresienstadt  to
observe  Ko/  IVz.dre!..  How  could  I  not
observe this today?"

There  is  a  piece  in  Judy  Chicago's
Exhibition   called   "The   Four   Ques-
tions,"  and  it  is  done  in  the  style  of
Ya'acov Again,  where a different  im-
age  is  seen  when  the  piece  is  viewed
from the right and the left. Only when
the piece is viewed straight-on do "The
Four  Questions,"  a  title  based  on  the
four questions at sere;-, become appar-
ent.  Our lives  mirror this  work  of art,
the  only things that are  always  appar-
ent are the questions we have. It is only
when  we  take  a  different  perspective
that   we   find   clarifications   for  our-
selves.   I  hope  jn  the  same  way,  my
experiences will  not only be examined
straight  on,  but  also  from  the  left  and
the right, so that my heart can be seen,
the  heart  that  knows  that  rabbinical
school  is where  I  am meant to be.

This  year,  in  addition to  my  volun-
teer  work,   I   am   a   Sunday   School
teacher at Chicago's Temple Sholom. I
am very proud to be teaching there and
find the teaching both challenging and
inspirational, whether it is teachingE/;.,
E/!.,  learning about Sfecrbbo/ or doing a
role play about /zec7cr4czfe. There I  often
attend  Sfeczbbcz/  services  that  are  both
moving and enlightening. But I did not
realize how magnetic the services were
until I took several friends to high holi-
day   services   at   Temple   Sholom.
Afterwards, one of them turned to me
and  said,   "Please  take  me   with   you
next time you go on a Friday night, this
is such a peaceful place to be." I hope I
have the opportunity to work in such a
setting one day.

In my frustrated, drifting generation,
I  feel  very  fortunate  to  have  found  a
field  I   wholeheartedly  enjoy.   I   work
very hard and, at the same time,  I  care
so much about what I do and know my
career  will  always  remain  committed
to the growth of the Jewish world. The
spiritual side of the Jewish world pulls
me most toward the rabbinate.  I  intend
to labour so that future generations dis-
cover and come to love their "mother' s
smells" again.  It was as an adult that I
began my jo,urney to explore the depth
of my  Judaism.  Throughout this jour-
ney,  I  have  realized  I  can  most  truly
express my feelings about my religion
by dedicating my life to working in the
community  as  a  rabbi,  and  conveying
the  sense of seriousness,  love  and tra-
dition   that   Judaism   so   inextricably
combines.
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to  Zionists  during  the  War.  Whereas
the  1944 Labour Party Conference had
appeared   utterly   committed   to  the
cause,  the  post-war Cabinet  was  anx-
ious  to   conciliate   Arab   opinion   and
reluctant to cede to Jewish demands in
Palestine.  In  particular,  Ernest  Bevin,
the Foreign Secretary, became increas-
ingly  hostile  to  Zionism  and  there  is

good  reason   to  believe  that  anti-Se-
mitic attitudes influenced his stance. In
any case, he certainly came to believe
that Arab hostility to the establishment
of the State of Israel  in May  1948 was
justified.

One   of  Bevin's   maj.or  opponents
on   the   issue   in   the   Labour   Party
National  Executive Committee (NEC)
was  Harold Laski.  Laski  was a world-
famous   professor   at  The   London
School of Economics, where he was an
inspiring  teacher  and  the   author  of
scores of academic and popular works
on  politics.  He  was  also  an  important

political figure on the Labour Left, not
only in Britain, but in the USA, in con-
tinental Europe, and in India. Although
he  chaired the  NEC  in  ]945-6,  his  in-
fluence  within  the  Labour  Party  was,
by then, waning, partly because he had
alienated Attlee by trying to strengthen
the  position  of the  NEC  in  relation  to
the  leadership,  and  partly  because  he
had achieved notoriety during the I 945
General  Election  campaign,  when  he
had been falsely portrayed by the Con-
servatives  as  a  sinister  revolutionary.
But he campaigned fervently on behalf
of zionism, and the government's anti-
Israel  stance  had  a  devastating  effect
upon  him.  Indeed  it  was  this  that  led
him  to  leave the  NEC  in  1949  and,  in
December of that year, he cancelled a
trip  that  he  had  intended  to  make  to
Israel  because he could  not bear to be
there  at  the  same  time  as  an  official
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Labour delegation which included sup-

porters of Bevin's Palestine policy.  He
died a few months later without fulfill-
ing a fervent ambition to lecture at the
Hebrew University.

Since Laski was Jewish, it may seem
that this emotional attachment to Israel
requires little explanation.  But his atti-
tude   to   his   Jewish   identity   and   to
Zionism   was   highly   complex   and
evolved   throughout   his   life   experi-
ences.

Harold Laski  was born in Manches-
ter    in     1893     into    a    prosperous,
middle-class, orthodox family. His par-
ents were Nathan and Sarah Laski, and
his elder brother was Nevil]e, who was
to  become  the  President  of the  Board
of  Deputies   of  British   Jews   in   the
1930s.   During   Harold's   childhood,
Nathan  became  ever  more  prominent
as  a  pillar  of the  local  establishment
and he and Sarah simultaneously acted
as  leaders  of the  Jewish  and  secular
communities,  and  helped  to  forge  an
important role for Jews in  Manchester
society. They were doing this in a con-
text of considerable anti-Semitism, and
had a clear strategy for conquering the

problem.
The  first  requirement  was  an  em-

phasis   on   patriotism   and   the   full
absorption  of  British  cultural   values.
The Jewish community would be fully
accepted   only   if  it   demonstrated   its
complete  `Britishness'.  In  the  case  of
Nathan  and  Sarah themselves, this  in-
volved  emulation  of the  British  elite.
Nathan  must  therefore  have  felt  that
his  life's  goal  was  realised  when,  on
receiving an  honorary  degree  at  Man-
chester  University,  he  was  described
as a Jew who was proud of his Judaism
and `an Englishman of whom English-
men  are justly  proud'.  Not  everyone
could aspire to such heights, of course,
but  the  Laskis  hoped  that  new  immi-
grants     could     be     moulded     into
acceptance of British  norms of behav-

iour  as  soon  as  possible,  and  Nathan
saw his role as a leader in this respect -
telling  people   how  to   dress  and  be-
have.   However,   while  they   believed
that  anti-Semitism  would  diminish  if
Jews demonstrated their patriotism and
`Britishness',  they  also  felt that  it  was

imperative to maintain the Jewish reli~

gious  and  cultural  traditions,  and  the
family home was observant.

Harold   was   reared   in   this   ethos.
From  the  age  of  eleven,  he  went  to
Manchester  Grammar   School.   This

provided an elite education, while also
facilitating the  merging of British  and
Jewish identities -for there were about
150  Jewish  boys  in  the  school,   with
daily  Jewish  prayers  and  no  Saturday
schooling. So in many respects he was
in  a highly  advantageous situation  for
the reconciliation of the dual influences
on  his  identity.   This   upbringing   had
the  desired  effect  on  Neville.   But  in
Harold's case his parents' careful plan-
ning   was   to   no   avail.   When   only
sixteen he fell in love with Frida Kerry,
a 25 year-old teacher and a gentile and,
two  years  later,  they  eloped.   Nathan
and Sarah effectively excommunicated
him and tried every means to  separate
him  from  Frida.  But they  failed and  it
took a  further eight years before there
was any kind of reconciliation.

Shortly  after  his  marriage,  while  a
student at Oxford University, Laski set
down   his   thoughts   on   Judaism   and
Jewish  identity  in  a  book  which  has
never   been   published   (7lfec   CAo5.e#
Peep/e).  He  argued  that  there  was  a
fundamental  clash  between  progress,
rationalism  and  freedom  on  the  one
side, and Jewish tradition on the other.
Judaism had provided inspiration in the

past, and eighteen centuries of ruthless
Christian   persecution   had   been   `un-
flinchingly   born   and   marvellously
survived'.   But  the  ghetto  had  meant
years  of  `ceaseless  codffication  of a

Continued on page  18
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LIBERATIONANDREDHunTloN:
Tlmm REANING TODAy
No statement, theological or otherwise,  should be made that would not be credible

in the presence Of the burning children. - Irving G}.eenberg

A man ca_?e `rrnn!ng .to a Hassi4ic Rebbe in a small East European town.  `The Messiah's come!
The Messiah's cope.e! '  the .rna.n s_hotited. The Rebbe wa.lked slowly to the w;;i6;,

opened i{,  and looked oi,it.  `Here is  no redemption.'  hTe said.

... belt I  love my poor earth because I have seen no other.
- Osip Mandelshtam

Sheila Shulman

tion'   and   `Redemption,'   aspects   of
theology  which  have  a  necessarily
communal,  even political,  charge.  We
live in a time of atomisation;  the pre-
vailing   ideology   and  government
policy operate to obnterate not just the
sense  of community  but  the  idea  of
community and perhaps therefore the
very possibility of community.

While  of  course   `Liberation'   and
`Redemption' have a dimension which

can  and  do  refer  to  our  inner,  indi-
vidual   lives,   they   are   even   more
heavily  freighted  with  our  most  pas-

sionate  hopes  and longings  for a just
and equitable  social  order,  for an  end
to that human pain and tragedy caused
by the  protean  forms  of exploitation,
oppression,  and  casual  disregard  for
human  life,  not  to  mention  any  other
kind of life, we see all around us, pro-
liferating     daily.     Comparatively
speaking,   the   Israelite   servitude   in
Egypt,  while  retaining  its  force  as  a
metaphor  for  all  oppression,  can  ap-
pear to  have  been  little  more  than  an
inconvenience.

Words   like   `Liberation'   and   `Re-
demption'     are     anchored     in     a
world-view,  a  vision,  in  which  each
single life  is  understood to  be  unique

and precious,  formed  in  the  image  of
God.  We live in a world in which  life
is  either  the  cheapest  commodity  of
all,  or too  expensive to  be  a  factor in
our  considerations.  What  force  can  a
liberatory,  redemptive  vision  have  in
a  world  where  `cost-benefit  analysis'
is pragmatically the  `bottom line'  and
philosophically  the  only  accurate  de-
scription    of   reality?   Even    what
security  and  comfort  we  do  have  is
relative, tenuous and mostly built upon
the  breaking  backs   of  others.   The
world  we  inhabit  grows  daily  more
Malthusian,   daily  more   engaged   in
bald forms of //.7.c7ge.

rrj.crgc,  originally  the  name  for  a



conscious process of selection, sorting
according to  quality, referring to cof-
fee beans  or sheepskins,  has  gone  on
to  acquire  a  socio-political  meaning,
and now describes the process of deal-
ing with superfluous, unwanted people
(See  Richard  Rubinstein,   7lfee  ,4ge  o/
77.z.crge,   Beacon,   Boston,   1983).   On
one level  it is another name for geno-
cide,  whether of kulaks or Armenians
or  Jews   or  Cambodians.   Closer  to
home,  it  describes  the  attitudes  and
policies  of the powers that be toward
people increasingly regarded as super-
fluous:  the  structurally  unemployed,
the    old,    the    mentally    ill,    the
`underclass' in our urban centres, peo-

ple  who  are  marginalized,  potentially
any one of us.

There  are  increasingly  Draconian
decisions  being  made  all  the  time,  in
what  passes  for  government,  about
who will  work and who will not, who
will  learn  and who will  not,  who will
have  access  to  political  life  and  who
will  not,  who  will  be healed and who
will  not,  who  will  live  and  who  will
not.  As  Rubinstein  says  "The point is
simple.   Within  the   logic   of   f7-z.c}ge,
there  is  nothing  sacred  about  human
life.  It is simply another component to
be  calculated  in  amoral   cost-benefit
analyses.   Unfortunately,   such  think-
ing  contains  no  credible  restraint  on
its  own  excesses.'  (p212).

More  acutely,  more  ubiquitously,
happening  daily  as  I  write,  the  chil-
dren  continue to burn,  if not  literally,
or are shot as  `disposables'  in Bolivia,
raped  and  maimed  in  Bosnia,  starved
in  Somalia,   sold  as   sexual   slaves  in
Thailand,  blown   away  by  guns   or
crack  or  AIDS  in  New  York  or  Los
Angeles.  There  is,  apparently,  no bot-
tom   to   the   wanton   destruction   of
innocent life  all  around us,  nor to the
complacency,   or  inertia,   with   which
we regard it.

We   clearly   need   some   kind   of
Archimedean lever to help us pry open
a  space  in  which  that  vision  of  the
holy  uniqueness  of  each  human  life
can  grow  again.  Because,  unless  that
vision is more real to us than anything
else,  any  talk  of  `Liberation'  or  `Re-
demption'  will be empty.  For me, that
Archimedean lever is the creative im-
agination  as  it functions in  relation to
the  `story-shaped world'  in  which  we
live,  not always consciously. Nicholas
Lash, the  Catholic theologian, has de-
scribed. how  Jews  and  Christians  are
committed  to  living  within  their  re-
spective  `identifying  narratives,'  their
`particular  configurations  of memory

and  hope.'   (Personal   correspondence

from  Nicholas  Lash to  a  friend).  De-
pending      upon      the      level      of
epistemological   and  existential   cre-
dence    we    give    to    the    creative
imagination,  we  will  regard  our  re-
spective   `stories'   (read  metaphors,
models,  `identifying narratives')  as  a)
lies, b) irrelevant, or c) our surest way
of  apprehending  truths  not  strictly
encompassable by our senses.

The core of the Jewish  `identifying
narrative'  is  the  story  of the  passage
from Egypt to Exodus to  Sinai. While
some of us find different stresses and
emphases, (e.g. more or less explicitly
`political'), jt does constitute the  `par-

ticular  configuration  of memory  and
hope'  within  which  we  live  as  Jews.
The narrative functions in three ways:
a) as a description of an actual forma-
tive instance, in history, of a liberation
that is  also  a redemption; b) through-
out  the  liturgy,  but  most  particularly
each  Passover as we read .the  I/czggcz-
dczfe  together,  the  narrative  functions
as the instrument of a regenerative re-
temng,  and  crucially,  an  imaginative
re-living,  of that  same  event year by
year;  c)  the  narrative  functions  as  a
paradigm for any such future events as
might (some say will) occur, up to and
including   an   eschatological   finale,
though   most  contemporary  Jewish
theologians  have  become  markedly,
and  understandably,  diffident  about
eschatology.

At  the  core  of the   fJczggedczfe,  the
Temng  of Passover,  the  text  enjoins
upon the participants  at the  Seder the
necessity  for  an  explicitly  and  con-
sciously   imaginative   act:   `In   each
generation,  every  person  should  per-
ceive herself or himself as if she or he
had   actually   come   out   of  Egypt.'
While,   historically   speaking,   the
`events'   of  the  narrative  are  under-

stood to have happened in the remote
past, it is obligatory that we exert our-
selves  to  make  them  imaginatively,
even   experientially,   alive   in   the
present.

Therefore the text of the f7crggedczfe
instructs  us  in how to  read  it,  and  in
what stance to take toward the kind of
truth  it embodies.  The  fJczggedcrfe  is  a
demonstration of how the political, so-
cial,      individual       and      spiritual
dimensions  of freedom  are  insepara-
ble  and  interdependent,  how  any  one
of those without the others is a mock-
ery,  and  how  any  kind  of slavery  is
degrading  and  crippling.  The  Ameri-
can   Jewish   writer   and   life-long
political  activist,  Grace  Paley,  said:

I began fo understand, in my own
I ime  and  place,  thal  we  had  been

slaves  in  Egypt  and brought  out  Of
bondage fior  some  reason.  One  Of
the reasons,  clearly, was [o i ell the
story again and again - i hat we had
been  strangei-s  and slaves  in  Egypt
and therofore  knew what  we were
talking  aboul  when  we  cried  out
against  pain  and  oppression.   In

facl,  we  were  obligated  by  knowl-
ec7ge /o c7o so.  (Shalom  Seders)
So far so  good, but two  over-arch-

ing events in Jewish history, the Sfeoczfe
and  the  existence  since   1948  of the
State  of Israel,  both  still  so  close  in
time  that  we  continue  to  reverberate
from  them,  have  made  our  situation,
theologically,   existentially   and   in
every other way, much more complex.
Those  events  are  linked  historically
and in terms of Jewish experience. Had
the former not  occurred,  it is  not cer-
tain  that  there  would  have  been  the
latter. But whether and if so how, those
events  are  linked to  each  other theo-
logically,   is   a   different   kind   of
question,  in  which,  given  this  small
compass, I cannot engage directly. But
indisputably  both  events  necessarily
give the Jewish discussion  of `Libera-
tion'    and    `Redemption'    despite
significant overlap, a different valence
than   one  would  find  in   analogous
Christian  discussions.

Two  contemporary  Jewish  theolo-
gians,  both  grappling  with  the  issues
of `Liberation'  and  `Redemption'  and
both explicitly `political,' have arrived
at radically  divergent  readings  of this
latest,   most  searing  chapter  in  our
identifying   narrative.   Let   us   see
whether            their            respective
understandings   of  `Liberation'   and
Redemption' are of any use to us.

For  Irving  Greenberg,  the  S:feoczfe  is
a  formative  experience,  and  one  pole
of what he  calls the  dialectic  of faith.
The  other pole  is  the  State  of Israel,
the existence of which is also for him
a  formative  experience.   `The  whole
Jewish  people  is  caught  between  im-
mersion  in  nihilism  and immersion  in
redemption'.  As  Marc  EIlis  put  it  in
his discussion of Greenberg, if the ex-
perience  of  Auschwitz  symbolizes
alienation  from  God  and  from  hope,
the  experience  of Jerusalem  symbol-
izes  the  presence   of  God  and  the
continuation    of   the   people.    For
Greenberg,  the  (in  his  eyes)  miracu-
lous outcome of the  1967 war and the
uniflcation of Jerusalem constitutes an
unprecedented act of redemption.

Greenberg's  valorization  of  Israel
as  a  manifestation   of God's redemp-
tive activity and his further conclusion
that  the  power  needed  for  a  people's



survival  jn  the  contemporary  world
is available only to  sovereign  states,
force him into a rejection of the pro-
phetic  voices  in  Judaism   (on  the
mistaken  grounds  that  those  voices
emerged  from   a  coalescence   of
Jewish  values  and  political  power-
1essness)  on  the  one  hand  and  into
what he  understands  to  be  a  neces-
sary   pragmatism,   on   the   other.
Because he (again, I feel mistakenly)
believes that the prophets  spoke  out
of powerlessness,  he  says  that  any-
one speaking now from a position of
prophetic   `idealism'   may  uninten-
tionally  collaborate  with  attempted
genocide.  He  does,  however,  insist
that power must be  constantly chal-
lenged     by      the      memory      of
powerlessness  lest we become hard-
ened to the suffering of others. This
mealy-mouthed  caveat  permits  him
to say that the memory of the Holo-
caust  has   enabled  Israel   to  be  a
`responsible   and  restrained   con-

queror'.   (Marc   Ellis,    rowczrJ  cr
Jewish Theology Of Liberation, \98>] ,
pl60).

That  is  one  contemporary  Jewish
understanding of `Redemption'.  It is
certainly  not  mine.   `A  responsible
and  restrained  conqueror'  is  a  con-
tradiction      in      terms,      not      a
conscientiously  lived  moral  tension.
And, as  I have implied, Greenberg's
grasp  of the  prophets  is  lamentably
inadequate.  In my understanding the
prophets `spoke truth to power' with
a clear grasp of political realities, the
realism  and acuity of which were in
no way diminished by the clarity of
their visions  of how the human  and
natural  world  could  and  should  be.
They too  spoke of literal  survival  in
no  uncertain terms.

Marc  Ems   explicitly  identifies
himself  as  a  Liberation  theologian.
In  his two  latest books  he  mounts  a
convincing  case  for  the  re-emer-
gence   of  what  he   calls  a  hidden
tradition in Jewish life,  `the resump-
tion   of   boundary   (i.e.   critical)
position  vis-a-vis  political  and  reli-
gious   power.    He   calls   for   the`de-absolutizing'  both  of the  Sfeoczfe

and  of  Israel.   For  Ellis,   Israel,  the
state, has no, or only a negative theo-
logical   value.   (Mare  Ellis,    Bej;o#c7
Innocence  and  Redemption,  1992.
240pp)

Ellis  calls  eloquently  for  Jewish
solidarity  with  the  Palestinian  peo-
ple   in   particular   and   with   the
suffering  and  disempowered  every-
where.  For the most part I  could  not
agree   more.   In   stark   contrast  to

Greenberg,  Ellis'   identification  with
Judaism  seems  to  be  entirely  through
the prophetic  strand.  However, he is so
splendidly  universal  that  he  begins  to
seem  oddly  un-Jewish.  He  often  loses
detail,  particularity,  altogetber.

For  example,  in   Bej;o72d  /##oce#ce
and  Redemption  he  says,  a,inost   en
pos'scr72f,  `Yet while the questions  flow-
ing  from  the  Holocaust  remain,  the
suffering has ended'.

Has  1.t indeed?  The  suffering has  not
ended for those  survivors who are only
now  beginning  to  be  able  to  speak.  It
has not ended for their children, so many
of whom  are  traumatized  in  ways  we
only begin to grasp. And even for ffeez.r
children, the suffering cannot be said to
have  ended.  That is  not to  mention  the
inconsolable  loss  of  an  entire  genera-
tion.  Subsequent generations  of us  still
limp around in the ruins of our culture,
picking up  shreds  and  shards,  trying to
re-invent  what  it  means  to  be  a  Jew
now,  after the  possibility  c)f truly  con-
tinuous   development   has   been   so
thoroughly  shattered.   Somehow  all  of
that has eluded Ellis. As the detective in
Crime   and   Punishment   said  atoout
Raskolnikov: `He is young, abstract, and
therefore cruel.' There is no redemption
here,  either.

So where does all that leave me, try-
ing    as    I    air    to   think    out    what
`Liberation'   and  `Redemption'   might

mean for my `contemporary community
of faith'  today?  It  leaves  me  thinking
that we have to bring new insights, new
understandings, into our world, because
the  ones that are around just won't  do.
We  need  insights  and  understandings
that  are  firmly  connected  to  our  past,
and  capable  of being held  within  what
are, for me, the reasonably clear param~
eters of Jewish tradition.

But  we  should  remember  that  some
of the most fruitful  moments in the  de-
velopment   of  Judaism   and   Jewish
thought have been  precisely those  mo-
ments when we have been most open to
surrounding cultures, without surrender-
ing  our integrity.  This  may  be  another
such   time;   the   fresh   insights   and
understandings we so badly need, or our
modes  of articulation,  might have their
points of origin elsewhere, in other dis-
courses.   But  they  will  be  nonetheless
Jewish,  for that.  I  would  like  to  leave
you  with  two  such  tentative,  explora-
tory notions.

The  first  is  connected to  what  I  said
earlier about the  conscious  act  of crea-
tive    imagination    required    of   the
participants  in  a  Passover   Seder,  that`each person  should perceive herself or

himself as if he or she had actua]]y come

out  of Egypt.'  That  is  how  we  are
meant  to   understand  what  slavery
means  and  what  liberation  means.  If
we  either cannot imagine,  or devalue
the  capacity  to   imagine,  then  the
whole exercise is pointless.

In another context, the prophetic ca-
pacity can be similarly described. The
prophets had an  incomparable  capac-
ity  to  imaginatively  grasp  both  the
evils  which  surrounded  them  and .an
equal  capacity  to  imagine  a  radically
different  state  of affairs.  Both  in  the
fJ¢ggrJo%  and  in  the  prophetic  writ-
ings  there  is  an  intimate  connection
between  strength  of imagination  and
the capacity to hope.  Without the  ca-
pacity  to  hope  we  are  not  likely  to
have  the  strength  for  the  necessary
work  of liberation.  Hence our current
blinkered  apathy.

These  days,  the  imagination  has  a
bad reputation.  It is  understood to  re-
fer to figments, to unrealities, to a sort
of place in the head where those peo-
plc retreat who are  not  `tough enough
to live in the real  world'.  Those of us
who understand and count on, the ac-
tivity  of the  creative  imagination  to
generate and sustain life are contemp-
tuously  referred  to  as   /if/f-we#scfee#,
`air-people',  or worse.  We  are  under-

stood to  be  irresponsible,  not to  have
grasped the  `real'  bottom  line.  Think
back  a  moment  to  what  Rubinstejn
said  about  the  logic  of   frjczge.   `The
point  is  simple.   Within  the  logic  of
frz.czge,  there  is  nothing  sacred  about
human  life.  It is  simply  another com-
ponent  to  be  calculated  in   amoral
cost-benefit  analysis.   Unfortunately,
such thinking contains no credible re-
straint on its own excesses'.

He' is right. The point is simple.  We
can  begin  to  counter  it  only  from  a
position  of equal  and  equivalent  sim-
plicity.  Jewish  tradition  tells  us.  it  is
life  that  matters,  that  each  person  is
made  in  the  Divine  image,  that  when
you look at someone, anyone, you see
God.  That  understanding  of  the   sa-
credness  of  life  is  reflected  in  two
deeply   connected   strands   running
through Jewish tradition.  One is  a  se-
vere,   practical   and  compassionate
realism.  The  other is  a recognition  of
the  creative  force  of vision,  dream,
prophecy -in short, of imagination, in
creating a decent society.

in  A  History  Of God,  Ka,Ten  Arm-
strong  observes  `it  should be obvious
that  the  imagination  is  the  chief reli-
gious  faculty'  (1993,  p269).  She  does
not  mean  imagination  in  the  pejora-
tive sense I described above, but rather
the imagination as,  say,  Coleridge un-



derstood it and as I believe the biblical
writers and the creators of the fJcrggr-
dczfe   understood   it.   `The   primary
IMAGINATION  I  hold to be the  liv-
ing  Power  and  prime  Agent  of  all
human  Perception,  and as  a repetition
in  the  finite  mind  of the  eternal  act
of  creation   in  the   infinite   I   AM'.
(Biographia Literaria, Chap. 13). That
is,  the  imagination   is  that  capacity
through which we both apprehend the
Divine and through which we share, in
our human way, jn its creative energy
and power. It is our only real source of
life. As Arthur Miller said (and I think
we  must  take  this  quite  literally):  `A
failure to imagine will make us die'.

But in  our chunk of the contempo-
rary       world,       we       are       being
systematically  stripped  of the  capac-
ity, perhaps even of the inclination, to
imagine,  to  envision,  to  dream.  That
stripping begins in the schools.  It con-
tinues  in  the  university  and  in  the
workplace.  It  is  imposed,  systemati-
cally  and  thoroughly,  with  its  own
perverse  inventiveness,  by the people
who have our consent, or at least, our
acquiescence,  to  do  what  passes  for
governing  us.   We   are  being  thus
stripped precisely because imagination
grounded  in  a  clear sense  of the holy
uniqueness of each human life, imagi-
nation that understands itself as part of
the  work  of an  on-going  creation  -
that kind of imagination  is  unsettling,
has impact,  makes trouble.

Fierce enough, focused enough, that
kind  of imagination  will  enable  us to
make  a  space  in  which  new  life  can
begin  to  happen.  It  will  errable  us  to
hope and therefore to have the strength
for  work  that  is  liberatory.  The  grey
men who  are running our lives tell  us
that is impossible,  neither real  nor re-
alizable,  and even  if it is any of that,
they  won't  have  it because  it  contra-
dicts    /feej.r   reality,   their   meagre,
vicious,  heartless,  cost-benefit-analy-
sis-is-the-bottom-line  reality,  which
they  persist  in   shoving  down   our
throats as the  o72/y reality.

In  order to grasp  what  `Liberation'
might  mean  now,  we  need  a  courage
akin  to  desperation.  We  need to  turn
our poor mesmerized heads away from
that  particular  Gorgon  and  find  the
courage to  imagine,  each  of us  sepa-
rately and all of us together, what kind
of world we need and want. Until and
unless  we  can  begin  to  imagine  that
world,  we  haven't  a  hope  in  hell  of
making it. We are surely still in Egypt
and  we  surely  have  to  get  out.  And
God,  as  we  know,  helps  those  who
help themselves. The paradigm exists,

if we can but grasp it.
If thinking again about the imagina-

tion     can     help      us     toward     a
contemporary  understanding  of  `Lib-
eration'   firmly  grounded  both   in
biblical  writing  and  in  the  rabbinic
tradition  as  articulated  in the  fJczggr-
d¢fe,  then  thinking  again  about  the
body might help us toward a similarly
grounded contemporary understanding
of `Redemption'.  Certainly  almost all
Jewish   adumbrations   of  Messianic
times  posit  at  least  a  basic  level  of
bodily  well-being.  And  as  the  Has-
sidic story I used as an epigraph makes
clear,  it  is  here,  on  this  earth,  in  this
life, that `Redemption', however vari-
ously construed, will be manifest.

In  a  remarkable  book  called    7lfee
Body  Of  God,  An  Ecological  Theol-
ogj;,    SCM    Press,    288pp,     1993,
potentially fruitful  for both  Christians
and Jews -though its provocative title
will  set  alarm  bells  ringing  in  both
quarters,  for  different  reasons  -  the
American Protestant theologian  Sallie
MCFague   explores   `the  use  of  the
model of body as a way of intexpreting
everything that is.'  She says:

One Of the great  assets  Of this model is
that if links us first and fioremost with the
bodies  closest  to  us,  ofhei.  huITian  beings.
While  we  are,  indeed,  disfan{  cousins  fo
the supei.nova, the notion Of body calls up,

first  and foremost,  the  human  body,  our
own  and  that  Of  othe].s...As  a  justice  or
liberation  model ,... if  fioi.ces  us  to  i hink
about  human  bodies  that   ai.e  hangi.y,
thirsty,  ovelwoi.ked, unhoused, sick, nlufi-
la fed,   impl.isoned,   1.aped,   mul.dered.   A

focus   on   the   body   pl.events   us  fl.om
spil.itualizing  human pain, fil.om  centei.ing
on   existential  anxiety,  fi.om  subsf iiuf ing
ofherwoi.Idly   salvation  foi.  i his~worldly
oppression.  What ever  else   [Redemption]
might mean, it does involve, says the body
model, first  and f;oremosf ,  lhe  well-being

Of the body.  (p I 8)
Later    in    the    book,    MCFague

embarks  upon  a  daring  midrashic  ex-
cursus   on  Ex.   33:32b.   When  in   an
audacious moment Moses says to God:
`Show  me  Your  glory,'  God  replies,
`You  shall  see  My back,  but  My face

shall  not be seen'. MCFague arrives at
an interpretation Of that verse in which
the  entire universe,  each bit and frag-
ment     of    it,     is     metaphorically
understood  to  be  `the  body  of God',
but  from,  as  it were,  the  `back'.  That
is,  all  we  can  ever  know  of  God  is
God's  back',  but  that  is  more  than
enough.   She  reiterates  that   `we  are
dealing  here  with  a  model  or  meta-
phor, not a description: the universe as
God's  body  is  a  rich  and  suggestive

way  to  radicalize  the  glory,  the  awe-
someness,  the  beyond-all-imagining
power and mystery  of God  in  a  way
that  at  the  same  time  radicaljzes  the
nearness,     the     availability,     the
physica]ity  of  divine   immanence.'
(pl33)

Such  a  model  can  also  provide  us
with  a lens,  a way  of seeing that can,
indeed  will,  lead  us  to  think  differ-
ently about how we live. It can become
a vehicle, partial but not therefore any
less  productive,  for focusing  our im-
aginations, sharpening our perceptions
and  enlivening  our  thinking.   Even
sensing  the  potential   for  such  work
will  clear  the  air,  help  priorities  fall
into place. Then perhaps we can, with-
out falling into despair, fully grasp the
depth and extent to which the `1ogic of
/rz.crge'  has  penetrated  our  lives.  We
will be able to see clearly how desper-
ately  unholy  it  is,  how  it  enables  all
sorts  of people  to  literally  get  away
with  murder.  Then  we  will  be  more
able  to  turn  definitively  away  from
such  logic,  toward  something  else.
That remorselessly  detailed  clarity  of
vision,  which  yet  enables  and  even
encourages  hope,  is  surely  a  redemp-
tive gift.

Perhaps there is then, after all, noth-
ing  arcane  or  remote  about  either
`Liberation'  or  `Redemption'.  Nor,  if

against  the  prevailing  grain  we  can
learn  to  use  our  imaginations  again,
need there  be  anything  arcane  or  re-
mote  about  those  festivals  which  for
each   of  us   embody   our  different
undeistandings of how God set us free.
From a perspective rooted in imagina-
tion,   the   distance   in   time   of  the
`events'   those   festivals   celebrate

means nothing; it is erased. I can think
of little more immediate, more practi-
cal, more realistic, to  do when  Spring
comes  around  again,  than  to  go  to  a
Sleder  (or  two),  concentrate  hard  on
the  fJczggedc7fe,  and let  it speak to  me.
Then perhaps I will come away with a
clearer  sense  of  our  contemporary
Egypt(s),  and  with  renewed  grounds
for the  hope  that  we  will  all  get  out
with  just  enough  strength  to  begin
again  to  find  our  connection  to  that
redemptive energy, so abundantly evi-
dent  yet  so  brutally  occluded,  with
which  the  world  we  walk  around  in
every day is shot through, whether we
are sensible of it or not.
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creed   that  became   increasingly   out-
worn'.   Moreover  the  preservation  of
the religious tradition inevitably meant
the  continuation  of the  ghetto  spirit,
cutting  Jews  off from  the  indigenous
community.    Simultaneously    they
wanted to  integrate into  it and this led
to a double life  in which Jews tried to
emulate   the   conventions   of  their
adopted land, while insisting on ortho-
doxy  at  home.  However,  he  claimed
that  there  were  only  two possibilities:
either total separation or total assimi-
/cz/;.o#.  And,  of these,  the  only  option
for  anyone   seeking  progress,   reason
and  freedom  was   assimilation.   This
was  Harold  Laski's  choice  and  until
1929,  when  he  was  36  years  old,  he
continued to  avow  assimilation  as the

goal,  not  only  for himself,  but  for the
Jews  as  a  whole.  But  from  this  time
onwards  his  attitude  was  to  be  tested
and would ultimately change.

Laski's  involvement  in  the  Zionist
movement  and  thus  with  specifically
Jewish  history,  real]y  began  with  the
second Labour Government of 1929-3,
when he played an important role as an
intermediary between American Zion-
ists   and  the   Labour  Government.   In

particular, he helped to assuage the fu-
rore over the Passfield White Paper of
1930  -which  sought  to  severely  re-
strict Jewish immigration into Palestine
-by helping to draft a `clarification' of

government  policy,  which  effectively
superseded Passfield's proposals.

In many respects it is surprising that
he  acted  in  this  way.   In   7lfee  Cfeose#
Peep/e he had rejected Zionism as ve-
hemently  as all  other forms-of Jewish
identity  and,  as  late  as   1925,  he  had
declared  that  he  `abominated'  it.  But
his   close   American   friends,   Felix
Frankfurter and  Louts  Brandeis,  were
strong supporters of zionism and asked
him to intervene on their behalf. Laski,
keen to improve Ang]o-American rela-
tions and to play a role near the centre
of power,  accepted  with  alacrity.  He
was   obviously   also   moved   by   the
atrocities   against   Jewish   settlers   in
Hebron  in  1929.

The episode had a contradictory im-

pact  upon  his  emotions.  As  soon  as  it
became  clear that  the  Pass field  White
Paper  was  to  be  abandoned,  he  grew
extremely  irritated with  the  American
Zionists  for  keeping  up  the  pressure.
He told a correspondent that `a further
dose  of Palestine'  had  convinced  him
that `Moses made a great mistake', and
he  obviously  wanted  to  distance  him-
self again  as  quickly  as possible  from
involvement  in  Jewish  affairs.  How-
ever,  he  had  also  gained  an  alarming
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insight   into   anti-Semitism   amongst
British  officials  in  Palestine  and  per-
haps  also   in   Lord   Pass field   (Sidney
Webb).  This obviously heightened his
sensitivity as a Jew.  Such emotions are
unmistakable in his account,  in a letter
to Felix Frankfurter, of a meeting with
Ramsay  MacDonald  at  the  height  of
the crisis:

He  said  he  could  not  I.[nder-
stand  nay  bitterness  since  I  was
not a Zionist .  I said my views on
Zionism  had  not   changed  belt
that as a Jew I resented a policy
which surrendered Jewish inter-
ests, in spite Of a pledged word,
to the authors of an unjustifiable
massacre.   No  doubt  when  the
Arabs killed the next lot Of Jews,
Webb would be allowed fo expel
all Jews from Palestine.
He was thus torn between theory and

emotion. His Jewish consciousness had
been  re-kindled,  but  he  was  keen  to
resume his life and work as an assimi-
lated socialist.  However, the pressures
mounted.

In  the  long  term,  Nazism  was  the
critical  factor in  the transformation  of
Laski's  consciousness.  But  the  imme-
diate effect  was to push  him  closer to
Marxism,  or his own  version  of it.  He
took  on   much   of  the   contemporary
Communist  interpretation  of  Fascism
and saw Nazism as a form of capitalist
dictatorship,  part  of a  general  process
in which capitalist interests suppressed
democracy  when   it  threatened  their
power  and  privileges.  There  is  there-
fore   very   little   in   Laski's   published
writings about the treatment of Jews in
Nazi  Germany.  It  is  also  notable that,
on the comparatively rare occasions on
which  he did write  specifically  on the
`Jewish'  question, he adopted a Marx-

ist   approach.   `The   root   cause'   of
anti-Semitism,   he   argued,   was   `the

grim  economic  struggle  for  existence
under  a  capitalist  system  vividly  and
rapidly in decay'. The implication was
that   the   problem   of  anti-Semitism
would  be  resolved  by  the  victory  of
socialism.

Yet Laski 's position was more tortu-
ous     than     this     rather     dogmatic
theoretical position implies. For his ac-
tions showed his close involvement in
the  plight  of European  Jewry.  He  at-
tempted    to     induce     British     and
American  universities  to  take  on  aca-
demic   and   predominantly   Jewish
victims  of Nazism,  and  he  urged  the
British government to allow more Jews
into Britain. Indeed he was deeply criti-
cal   of  the   highly   cautious   attitude
which his brother Neville held on this

issue. Similarly, despite his firm belief
that  emigration  to  Palestine  could  not

provide the solution to the problem  of
anti-Semitism, he kept up his links with
Zionists  during  the   1930s,  and  com-

plained bitterly about British efforts to
restrict  the  number  of Jewish  immi-

grants   in   Palestine.   He   was   now
convinced  that Jews  needed  to  be  ac-
tive in asserting their rights, even at the
risk of provoking hostile attitudes. This
was an implicit rejection of the logic of
assimilation.  But  he  had   not  yet  ef-
fected   a   theoretical   reconciliation
between these views and his socialism.

The  war  brought  about  the   final
transformation  in his attitudes.  Above
all,  this  was  because  of the  ultimate
horror   of  the   Nazi   extermination
policy.  But it was also because he was
made  to  feel  a  link  between  this  and
lesser forms of anti-Semitism, whether
in  the  East End of London  or in  Gov-
ernment reluctance to expedite Jewish
immigration.   In   February   1943   he
wrote  a  deeply  emotional  condemna-
tion  of all  forms  of anti-Semitism  in
the  Ivew S'/cz/es#7e#,  which  was,  in  ef-
fect,  a  defence of the right of Jews to
be  `different'.  Nor  was  this  the  only
change,  for he  was  also  becoming  in-
creasingly  conscious  of  the  fact  that
some socialists and Labour Party mem-
bers shared the attitudes which he was
attacking in British officialdom.

All  this led him to avow his Jewish-
ness   in   a   way   that   he   had   never

previously  done.  For the  first  time  in
the spring of` 1943 he attended a meet-
ing  6f Poale  Zion  and  in  June  of that

year he accepted its resolution,  on be-
half of the NEC. This expressed horror
at  Hitler's  extermination  policies  and
reaffirmed  Labour's  Zionist  commit-
ment.  Laski  stated  that  `it  was  fitting
that a member of the National  Execu-
tive  who  is  also  a Jew'  should  °accept
the resolution and that he was `a Jew in
the  fullest  sense  of the  word'.  A  few
weeks later he made a direct appeal to
Churchill on behalf of European Jewry,
in   which   he  revealed  his   innermost
feelings:

I  cannot  but  remember  every
day that if .... rlry grandparents had
not come to  this  refuge of free-
dom,  I might myself, with all my
family, either be dead or waiting
eagerly for death in the grim hor-
ror  Of the new  ghetto -  so  that
becai,ise my life is haunted by the
ghosts  of these  slaves,  living or
dead,  I do beg you from the bot-
I om Of my heart to make possible
some  help  beyond  the  boi,inda-
ries now traced by our policy.
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And  in  October   1943   he  made  an
explicit  link  between  Jewish  identity
and Zionism in another very emotional
article  in  7lfee Ivew S/cr/esmcz#.  He sent
it to the American ambassador, with a
brief note expressing the hope that the
US  government  would  tell   `our  gov-
ernment  here  that  a  Jew  is  not  out  of
place  when  he  is  free,  and  still  less,
when he is free in Palestine'.

Laski's final  `conversion'  had taken

place when he was in a desperate frame
of mind. He was struggling relentlessly
to  convince  Churchill,  Roosevelt  and
the  Labour  leadership  that  the  battle
was  not  just  to  defeat  Hitler,  but  to
bring about a social and political trans-
formation   that   would   eliminate  the
danger  of fascism  and  war  in  the  fu-
ture.  This  sense  of despair drove  him
to a nervous breakdown during  1943 -
just at the time that he was proclaiming
his   Jewish   identity   most  assertively.
But,  having  taken  this  step,  he  never
went back  on  it.  From  now on he saw
himself as fully Jewish and Socialist.
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Laski's   abortive   struggle   against
Bevin  to  maintain  the  Labour  Party's
commitment to Zionism after 1945 fol-
lowed logically from the beliefs that he
had developed by  1942.  But, as  I  hope
to  have  shown,  he  did  not  take  this
stance  simply  because  he  was  Jewish
by  birth.   After  all,   for  much   of  his
adult  life he had opposed both  Jewish
separatism   and  Zionism.   Nor  did   it
mean that he had changed his attitudes
to socialism or religion.  As he told the
Poale Zion  conference  in  May  1945:

Until the oi,itbrealc of the war,
he  had  been,  he  said,  an  advo~
cate Of assimilation who fhoughf
the best service to civilisafion the
Jews  could  render  was  [o  lose
their identity. He was now firmly
and utterly convinced of the need
for the rebirth of the Jewish na-
tion in Palestine. The need Of the
Jews could only find completion
in  a  territory  of their  own,  and
no  other  coiintry  btit  Palestine
cotild   have   any   meaning  for

them. His boyhood and manhood
friend,  Dr.  Weizmann,  had  not
been   able   to   convince  him  in
former years, bi,it in  I 939 events
did,  and  he was  still  capable  of
revising his convictions.
Laskj  had  also  learned,  through  his

own experiences and the history of his
times,  that  he  had  been  wrong  to  be-
lieve that the only alternatives for Jews
were  either  full  assimilation  or  coin-

plete separation.  By now he knew that
it  was  possible,  and  indeed  desirable,
to  have  multiple  identities  -  Jewish,
British,  European,  Zionist and  Social-
ist. At root this was perhaps one of the
most important lessons of his life, and
one  which  Ernest  Bevin  would  have
found       extremely       difficult       to
understandl

Miehact Ne`Nman  is  PI.o./.essoi.  o./. Polilics  and
Dil.ectol.   o.I.  the   London   European   Reseal.ch
Cenll.e  a[  the  Univel.sily  of  Nol.lh  London.  His
boot.,   Harold  Laski  -  A  Political  Biography
wlas  published  in   1993  by  lhe  Macmillan  PI.ess.
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ONE OF US?
Hyam Maccoby

THE RELIGION  OF JESUS THE JEW
by Geza Vermes,  SCM  Press,  London  1993, 244 pp. £12.50 pb.

W---:
0 WAS JESUS? CAN WE
Jer   know   what   he   really
anted or is  his  identity  en-

tirely clouded by myth? If the historical
Jesus  can  be  recovered,  what  signifi-
cance   does   this   have   for  Judaism?
Jewish   scholars   have   certainly  been
fascinated by these questions and have
answered,  on  the  whole,  that  the  his-
torical   Jesus   belongs  to   Judaism,   a
charismatic  teacher  and  a  failed  Mes-
siah.   The   mythical   Jesus,   however,
who is so much more important in his-
tory,  belongs  to  the  Christian  Church
and  has  no  importance  in  Judaism  at
all.

This is, in general, the standpoint of
Geza  Vermes,  who  has developed his
conception  of Jesus,  in  two  previous
books Jest,is the Jew a.T\d Jesi,is and the
World  Of Judaism  and now  rounds  lt
off in  the  present  work.  Vermes  sees
Jesus  as  linked to  the  Pharisee  move-
ment,   and   especially   its   charismatic
wing,   the   Hasidim.(`pious   ones').
Vermes's  view,  however,  has  not  re-
mained static.

In  /esi/s /4e Jet4;, Vermes-laid great
stress  on  the  uniqueness  of Jesus,  and
promised that he would say more about
this in his later work. The present work,
however,   emphasises   instead   Jesus'
kinship to the Judaism of his day.  Fur-
ther,  in  the  earlier  work,  Vermes  had
much to  say about the alleged friction
between the "legalistic"  Pharisees and
the "charismatic" Hasidim. This bifur-
cation  of the  Pharisees hardly  appears
at all  in the present work, and Jesus is

presented  as   a   Pharisee   who   would
have  been  acceptable  to  all  levels  of
Pharisee   thinking.   Vermes   now   ex-

plains   the   anti-Phai.isaism   of  the
Gospels  in  a  different  way,  as  arising
from   the   later  conflict  between  the
Church and the Synagogue, which was
imported  into  the  Gospel  story  after
Jesus'  death.

Vermes still  regards Jesus as a very
individual  figure, but only in the sense
that he embodied to an unusual  degree
one of the perennial facets of Judaism,
namely  the  yearning  for  a  more  au-
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thentic level  of experience and the ex-

pectation  of its  sudden  advent  in  "the
Kingdom  of God".  Thus  Vermes  has
finally  rejected  the  uniqueness  of Je-
sus,    and,    with    it,    the    claim    of
Christianity to have transcended Juda-
ism.   The   Jesus   of  Christianity   he
regards  as  a  salvation  deity  alien  to
Judaism, and as more akin to Hellenis-
tic mystery-cults. I personally welcome
this  conclusion,  which  I  have  myself
urged in several books.

Many  of the  views  here  expressed
by Vermes counter the more recent at-
tempts  to  detach  Jesus  from  Judaism
and   assert   his   uniqueness.   Thus   he
disagrees  roundly  with  the  theory  of
"re-judaization". According to this, Je-

sus'  authentic  views  were  at  variance
with Judaism but, after his death, some
of the churches returned to the Jewish
fold  in  some  respects,  and  therefore
attributed  to  him  sayings  of a  Jewish
type.   The   Gospel   that   contains   the

greatest number of such sayings is that
of Matthew.  Therefore  it  has  become
fashi.onable to say that this Gospel was
written for a Jewish-Christian commu-
nity.   Vermes  disagrees,  pointing  out
that  Matthew  is  strongly  anti-Semitic.
The  fact that even  such  a  Gospel  por-
trays  Jesus  as  so  Jewish   is  the  best
evidence that the "Jewish" sayings are
authentic.

Where  other  scholars  perform  con-
tortions  to   portray  Jesus   as   unique,
Vermes  provides  a  useful  corrective.
For example,  the  renowned  conserva-
tive  scholar  Joachim  Jeremias  argues
that no authentic parables can be found
in   rabbinic   preaching   until   the  post-
Jesus   period,   and  that   therefore   the
rabbis learnt how to use parables from
Jesus.  Vermes has no hesitation  in dis-
missing   this   as   nonsense.   Another
contention  of Jeremias  is  that  Jesus'
use of czbbcz (father) in prayer is unpar-
alleled,  and  shows  a  unique  intimacy
with   God.   This  contention   has  been
repeated so often as to have become a
commonplace,  yet,  as  Vermes  shows,
it is entirely mistaken. Further, Vermes
rightly  insists  that  Jesus'  emphasis  on
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spontaneity  and  inwardness  does  not
conflict in any way with loyalty to the
commands of the rorczfe. His insistence
on "faith"  /emif#czfe/  is not antinomian
as in later Pauline theology but an ex-
pression   of  his   confidence   in   the
approaching apocalyptic event.

Vermes,  too,  has  stood  out  against
the  view  that  the  rabbinic  literature,
because of its lateness, is irrelevant to
New Testament studies. It is the use of
rabbinic   literature   that  particularly
helps to put Jesus  into his Jewish set-
ting.

Nevertheless,   in   some   respects
Vermes has remained unable to shake
off the  influence  of certain  ideas that
belong   to  the   history  of  Christian
polemicism  against  Judaism.  For  ex-
ample,  he  writes  about the parable  of
the Good Samaritan, "The reason why
the  priest  and the  Levite,  heading  for
Jerusalem,  avoided  contact with  what
they  believed  to be  a  dead body,  was
that  jt  would  have  disqualified  them
from  performing  their  duties  in  the
Temple." The duty of burying an unat-
tended dead body - ;7?e/ in;./zvcI4 - was
regarded  as  far  more  important  than
preserving  ritual  purity  for  duties  in
the  Temple,   for  which  other  priests
could always be recruited.  In any case,
the  story  gives  no  ground  to  suppose
that  the  priest  and  ]evite  were  certain
that the  wounded  man  was  dead,  and
the fecz/cr4fecz4  is clear that any possibil-
ity   of  saving   human   life,    pz.ggwcrA
#e/esA, obliterates all concern for ritual
purity or Temple duties. The priest and
levite  failed to help the wounded man
simply  out  of cowardice  and  lack  of
humanity -the moral being that a per-
son should bejudged by his behaviour,
not  his  rank.   The  purity  explanation
excuses  the  priest  and  levite  but  un-
fairly  indicts Judaism.

Vermes  also  clings  to  the  idea  that
"in the first century AD, Pharisee pres-

ence was scarcely attested in Galilee".
Samuel  Safrai  has  shown  that,  on  the
contrary,  Pharisee presence  in  Galilee
was pervasive. Thus there is no need to
regard Jesus, as Vermes does, as a sort
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of  primitive   unlearned   innocent,   at-
tached  to  Pharisaism  but  unversed  in
its  subtleties. There  is every  reason to
think that he had an excellent Pharisee
education.

But   the   main   aspect   in   which
Vermes,  despite  his  many  praisewor-
thy efforts, fails to detach himself from
conventional  New Testament scholar-
ship is in his refusal  to see Jesus as in
any  way  a  political   figure.  Jesus,  in
Vermes'   conception,   is   still  a   very
other-worldly teacher, who prophesies
a new world, but conceives it in totally
spiritual  terms.  Only  in  the  last  sen-
tence   in   this   book   does   Vermes
characterize the "kingdom of God" en-
visaged   by   Jesus   in   recognizably
Jewish terms when he calls it "a world
of mercy, justice  and  peace".  Such  a
world  cannot  be  understood  in   non-
political   terms.   It  would  involve  the
cessation  of the rule  of the  sword and
therefore  the  end  of the  Roman  Em-
pire.    It    would    also    involve    the
liberation  of the  Jewish  people  from

political  slavery.  Yet  so  convinced  is
Vermes  that  Jesus  had  no  such  aims,
that he denies that Jesus  ever claimed
to be the  Messiah.  This denial  has  be-
come   characteristic   of  those   New
Testament scholars  who have become
fully  aware  of the  political   connota~
tions  of the  title  "Messiah",  and  can
therefore only preserve their picture of
the  non-political,  unworldly  Jesus  by
denying his central claim. A "world of
mercy,  justice  and  peace"  is  not  the
end of history, but a continuation of it
in  a  fully  human  world-society.   It  is
inconsistent  with  the picture  of Jesus'
apocalypticism, given  by  Vermes as  a
vision of a radically new and superhu-
man form of existence. This vision was
that of Paul, not of Jesus.

Vermes  does  insist  that  Paul's  reli-

gion  was  very  dif.ferent  from  that  of
Jesus, and he even states that Paul, not
Jesus,  was the  founder of Christianity
as  an  historical  phenomenon.  Yet  it  is
doubtful whether Vermes has fully un-
derstood the  Jewishness  of "Jesus  the
Jew"  and  the  full  extent  of his  differ-

ence from  Paul.
Can  we,  then,  find  any  uniqueness

in  Jesus?  Can  we  take  him  back  into
Judaism as something more than a mi-
nor  teacher?  Vermes  quotes  Buber's
saying,  "I  am  more  than  ever  certain
that  a  great  place  belongs  to  Jesus  in
Israel's   history   of  faith",   and   also
Buber's characterization of Jesus' spe-
cial    message    as    "enthusiasm    of
eschatological  presence".  This  means
that  although  Jesus'  hopes  were  falsi-
fled,  he gave a great example  of faith
in  a  higher  world  at  whose  brink  we
stand.   Vermes  himself  sees  the  spe-
cialness  of Jesus  in  this  way  that  he
"did not hedge his bets", but risked all,

and   urged  others  to   risk   all,   on   the
coming  event,   and  thus  inculcated  a
frame  of mind  centred  on the  present
moment, free of all calculation and per-
meated   with    e#7i/#crA.   He   did   not,
according to  Vermes,  foresee his  own
death  or  value  it  as  an  atoning  event.
On the contrary, the supreme value of
his   attitude   lay   in   his   unquestioning
confidence.

I  think myself that this is mystifica-
tion.    If   Jesus    failed    as    Vermes
acknowledges, we can hardly construct
a metaphysics out of his confidence of
success.  Yet  I  do think that Jesus'  Iife-
mission  left  something  of permanent
value,  both  to  Judaism  and  the  w`orld.
He was not primarily a teacher,  and  in
so  far  as  he    wa5'  a  teacher,   he   said
nothing that  was  new  to  Judaism.  But
he   did   something   as   important.   He
acted.  In his desperate attempt to  initi-
ate a better world for humanity, he was
broken  by the power of Rome.  But he
leaves us an  example of a person  who
refused  to  be  overawed  by  a  mighty
war-machine, believing that it could be
overcome  by  the  power of the  human
spirit.  He gave an example of a martyr
in a great mission of liberation.

Hyalm  M8Iccchy.  re[ii-ing  Libl.al.ion  Of the  Leo
Baeck  College,   is   one  o./`  Ihe  world's   leading
scholal.s   o./.  the   inlel.leslamenlal   pel.iod.   Born
in  Sunderland,  Ike  most  recenl ./i.om  his  pl.oli./`lc
lis[   o.I.  piiblicalions   is   ..Judas   [scai.iol   and   lhe
Mylh  o/`Je\\.ish   E\'il..
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`..WHILE STANDING ON ONE LEG'

Rodney Mariner

Rabbis  are often  asked [o recommend a one-volume in[I.oduc[ion [o Judaism.
MANNA recenlly received a new slim volume eniilled  `The Elements of Judaism'.

This prompted us io ask Rabbi Rodney Mariner nol jusl io review fhe flew book but
fo fell us which one-volume  infrodi,icfion lo Judaism  he recommends.

THE ELEMENTS OF JUDAISM
by Brian Lancaster, Element Books,  Shaftesbury,  Dorset,1993,

ppl 54,  £4.99 pb.

THE WRITER J.R.R. TOLKIEN
introduces   an   essay   on   the
Anglo-Saxon epic poem Beow#//

with this parable:
`A man inherited a field in which lay

an accumulation of old stones, part of
an old hall. Of the old stones, some had
been  used to build the house in which
he  actually  lived,  not  far from  the  old
house  of his  fathers.  Of the  rest,  he
took some and built a tower. When his
friends arrived, they perceived at once
without  troubling  to  climb  the  steps,
that  these  stones  had  belonged  to  a
more ancient building.  So they pushed
the tower over with  no  little  labour in
order to  look  for hidden  carvings and
inscriptions, or to discover whence the
man's distant forefathers had obtained
their   building   material.   Some   sus-

pected  deposits  of coal  under the  soil
and began to dig for it, and forgot the
stones.  They  said "This tower is  most
interesting."  But  they  also  said,  after

pushing  it  over,  "what  a  muddle  it  is
in!" And even the man's own descend-
ants, who might have been expected to
consider what he had been about, were
heard  to  murmur "He  is  such  an  odd
fellow!  Imagine using these old stones
to build a nonsensical tower!  Why did
he not restore the old house? He has no
sense of proportion." But from the top
of that tower the man had been able to
look out upon the sea.'

Brian Lancaster is among those who,
not   content   with   having   glimpsed
"eternity  in  a  grain  of sand",  attempt

the   impossible  task   of  containing  it
within the covers of a slim  volume.  In
so  doing  they  render  themselves  less
worthy  of our applause  for their con-
siderable  effort  than  of a  nomination
for Tower-Topplers Anonymous  or at
least the Ancient Order of Procrustes.

Lancaster, as the winner of the  1992
Book  Prize  in  Science/Psychology  by
the Scientific and Medical Network, is
as disappointing in his presentation  of
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Judaism from a spiritual/psychological

perspective  as  he  is  aggravating.  Dis-
appointing,  as  the  personality  behind
the writing is clearly one who has great
love for his subject, born  I  suspect,  of
unnumbered   sAz.£frj.#2.   Yet  he  fails  to
convey  the  passion  or give the  reader
more than a glimpse of the vast sea of
Jewish   mysticism.   Aggravating,   as
there  is  a  desperate  need  for  a  well
written, accessible introduction to Jew-
ish   mysticism  that  is  more  than  the
"mile  wide,  inch  deep"  popularist  at-

tempts  of the  glossies,  and  less  dense
than the swamps provided by academ-
ics   who   obfuscate   more   than   they
illuminate.  Lancaster does  neither.  He

provides  the  reader  with  an  idiosyn-
cratic,  over-systematized  view  of  his
subject and  at the  same time  manages
to   trivialize   it   by   his   preoccupation
with  number symbolism  which,  while
of fascination  to  homilists,  will  con-
vince  the  uninitiated  that  Judaism   is
neither  matrilinear  nor  patrilinear but
"gematrilinear".

My chief criticism of this book may
seem  churlish,  as  it  concerns  its  title.
Admittedly,  as  we  soon  learn,  this  is
but  one  book  from  a  series.  While  Is-
lam, Buddhism and Taoism are among
the  titles  listed,  so  too  are  those  con-
cerned   with   Alchemy,   the   Druid
Tradition  and  Pendulum  Dowsing.   It
really  would  have  been  a  kindness  to
the  reader to  entitle  this  volume  `The
Elements of Jewish  Spirituality'.  As it
is,  the  only  elements  of Judaism  that
the  novice  tower  climber  would  find
here are earth, air, fire and water which
combine to form less of an edifice than
a Jewish breeze-block.

If there is a market for a single vol-
ume introduction to Jewish spirituality,
there remains an even greater need for
an   effective   introduction   to   Judaism
itself. There are current books that lay
claim to  being the definitive  introduc-
tion   by   including   such   terms   as

"Basic",  "Essential"  and  "Essence"  in

their titles, but few manage to do more
than  present  the  sectional  interests  of
their  writers.   From  an  impartial  per-
spective such texts more often serve to
undermine  the  Jewish  edifice  than  to
offer a way in and up.

There   are   exceptions   that   serve
equally  well  for  Jews  by  birth  as  for
Jews by choice or even  for those who
are   `just   looking'.   Leo   Baeck's    714e
Essence   of  Ji,idaism   (New   YOTk.
Schocken   Books,   1948)   and   Abba
Hillelsilver'swfeere/!/c7crj.s#?DZJj7erec/

(New  York:  Macmillan,1956)  are  es-
sentially   rebuttals   of  Christianity's

portrayal of Judaism, yet each also pro-
vides a valuable point of entry into the
tower.   Access   can   also   be   gained
through  a  philosophical  doorway  pro-
vided   by   Milton   Steinberg's    Bczsz.c
/£/dcz!.sin  (New  York:  Harcourt,  Brace
and  World,1947)  or Abraham  Joshua
H erschel ' s Goc7 z.# Secr;.cfe o/A4cz# (N ew
York:  Harper  and  Row,1955)  or  any
of Louis Jacobs' writings in the  1960s.

Presentations of `brand name' Juda-
ism    are    clearly    valuable,    albeit
self-limiting. The best of this group for
British  readers are Jonathan  Romain's
Faith  and  Practice  (London..  R`SGB,
1991 ), John Rayner and Bernard Hook-
e;rs   Judaism  for  Today  (London..
ULPS,  1978) and, when it was in print,
lsidore Epstein` s The Faith Of JLidaism
(London:   Soncino   Press,1954).   Re-
spectively,  they  offer a  limited  access
through the `round window' of Reform
Judaism,  the  `square  window'  of Lib-
eral Judaism and the  `arched window'
of what was once Anglo-Orthodoxy.

A   comparable  task   is   undertaken
specifically with proselytes in mind by
Sjmcha   Kling's    Embrczc/.#g  J£/dcrz.s.#7

(New  York:  The  Rabbinic  Assembly,
1987)  and  Stephen  Einstein and  Lydia
KLuhofts    Introduction   {o   Ji,idaism
(New   York:   UAHC,   1983),   both   of
which  are,   in  effect,   conversion  syl-
labi.  Maurice Lamm 's Becomz.#g cz Jew

(New York: Jonathan and David,  1991 )
completes  the  trinity  from  an  Ortho-
dox perspective.  Each of these texts  is
written with the sensitivities in mind of
those  who  have  chosen  this  challeng-
ing route.

Clearly,  Herman Wouk's 7lfez.s !.j` A4j/
Goc7  (New   York:   Doubleday,   1960),
which has never been out of print, has
helped  many  onward  and  upward  via
an  enlightened  Orthodox  route  while
7lfee /ew;.sfe  Ccr/cz/og,  particularly  Vol-
ume  I  by  Richard  Siegel  and  Michael
and  Sharon  Strassfie]d,  (Philadelphia:
The   Jewish   Publication   Society   of
America,1973)  has  not  only  enabled
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substantial  parts  of the  edifice  to  be
reconstructed but created well-defined
toe-holds for a generation that had been
hanging on by its fingertips.  For those
less adventurous  `sea-seekers',  Isidore
Eps,hein.s    Jntrodtiction   to   Ji,idaism
(London:   Vallentine   and   Mitchell,
1958)   and  Chaim   Pearl   and   Reuven
BTooks'  A Guide to Jewish Knowledge
(London:   Jewish   Chronicle   Publica-
tions,    1956)   provide   an   invaluable
means of finding one's bearings in case
of an  emergency.  Of course,  for  the
hardy  there  is  always  Isaac  Klein's  ,4
Guide  to  Jewish   Religious   Practice
(New  York:  The  Jewish  Theological
Seminary,  1979) which, despite its lack
of passion  and  its  price,  superbly  ful-
fi\\s the role of a Kitzur Shulchan Anich,
a succinct summary of Jewish practice,
for this generation.

Only two books at present, however,
have  any  real  claim  to the  title  of the
essential book for Jewish `sea-gazers'.
This is a generation in which all Jewish
life  is  to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent  a
reconstruction and only those texts that
move beyond theory to practice are not
in  breach  of the  Trades  Descriptions
Act in promising that they are compre-
hensive.  Hayim  Donin's  ro Be A /ew
(New  York:   Basic  Books,   1972)  and
Leo Traprf s   The  Complete  Book  Of
Jewish   Observance     (New   York..
Behrman   House,   1980)   manage   to
teach   a  Judaism   of  both   `creed  and
deed', that is relevant for a Jew  either
by birth or choice in contemporary so-
ciety. They do so in a value-for-money
manner.   My  personal  preference  lies
with  Trepp  rather than  Donin's  mod-
ern   Orthodoxy.   Trepp   is   able   to
embrace  the  spectrum  of  Orthodoxy
and  Progressive observance but,  more
particularly,  he  so  admirably  achieves
his  own  brief  "to  help  Jews  become
celebrants of Judaism".

I  have  no  doubt  that  Brian  Lancas-
ter's   The  Elements  Of Jtldaism   w.hi.
despite  its  limitations  and  because  of
its   essential   integrity,  help   some  on
theirjourney to the top of the tower.  I
am   equally  confident  that  a  journey
shared  with  any  of these  other  `one-
volumers'    will    ensure   that    it   is
undertaken  in  good  company.   In  the
case  of Donin  and Trepp arrival  is as-
sured with both the enthusiasm as well
as the capacity to say S¢ecfeecfee);cmifl-

RABBI   RODNEY   MARINER   tiJc7s   bo7-#   /.#
Melbourne.  Ausli.alia  and  lI.ained  ./.or  [he  I.ab~

bina[e  al  the  Leo  Baeck College  in  London.  He
is  I.abbi  o./. Be[size  Squal.e Synagogue  and  Con-
venor  o./. lhe  Bel  Din  o.f [he  Re.I.ol-in Synagogiles
o.I.  GI-eal   BI.ilain.
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DON'T WAIT FOR A
CENTENARY

Frank Hellner
Many Jews, conscioi.is  of the pal.I  lhaf  Spain played in Jewish I.if;e bef;ol.e  1492,

I.elish lhe  fhoughl of conlbining a four Of Spain wi[h visifs lo places of Jewish
hislol.ic  inleresl.  Bu[  though  (he towns which  I.esonate in Jewish  consc.lot.isness  slill

s[and -Toledo, Col.doba, Granada -lhe traces Of Jewish hisloiy al.e rlol  always
easy lo find.  We fheref;ore invited Rabbi FI-ank Hellner fo describe a lour he

ol.ganised  lo ancient Sepharad - with  [he I houghl  lhal  ii  mighl  prompl  our I.eaders
lo make the lrip for lheliiselves  and sei.ve as  a fill.sl  `guide book'.

0UR     DEPARTURE     FOR
Spain   took   place   in   October
1992, a few days after S!.#7cfea/

rorcrfe.   As  the  tour  was   specifically
marketed    as    a    visit    to    "Jewish
Sepharad", none of the thirty-eight par-
ticipants was disappointed to  miss out
on  the  other  festive  events  that  took

place  during  the  preceding  months  in
Spain.

Madrid  was  our  first  stop,  the  first
two days there being primarily days of
leisure, visiting the Prado and strolling
through  the  EI  Rastro  flea  market.  An
organised  day  trip  took  us  to  Segovia
whose   enchanting   Alcazar  provided
Disneyland  with   its  logo  image.  The
Jffc/e;./.a,  The  Jewish  Quarter,  with  its

picturesque   twisting   alleyways,   was
our first taste of Jewish life during that
period  known  as  the  "Golden   Age".
Segovia,  during the  latter days  of that
period,  had a  sizeable Jewish commu-
nity.  Following  the  riots  of  1390,  the
community was reduced to about fifty
families.   We   visited   what   had   once
been   Segovia's   main   synagogue   on
Co//c /1/o# B/.crvo just a short  walk  up
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from the impressive  Roman aqueduct.
The  synagogue,  built  during  the  thir-
teenth  century  in  the  A4ifc7e/.c7;.  style,  a
distinctive decorative Islamic architec-
ture  developed  by  Muslim  craftsmen
who  continued  to  work  for  Christian

patrons after the Reco#qi/z.s/cz, was con-
verted   into   the   Church   of   Corp!/s
CAr/.s/j. by the early part of the fi fteenth
century. It bears a striking resemblance
to  th: e   Santa  Maria  LaBlanca  .\n To~
ledo,  although  less  elaborate  in  detail.
Leaving the walled town we passed by
what had once been the ancient Jewish
cemetery off/ Fo#sc7r/.o situated in the
valley  of the  C/cz#7o;-es just  below  the
walls of the  old /i/c7e/-/.cz.

Early on the third day, in good bibli-
cal  tradition,  we  set  out  for  the  first
maj.or stop on our tour of Jewish Spain:
Toledo.  Described by Cervantes as the
Spanish  Jerusalem, Toledo  indeed ex-
udes  a  majestic  and  spiritual  aura  so
reminiscent of the Holy City. Although
it is unlikely that the name was derived
from the  Hebrew root "Toledot",  gen-
erations,  as  some  authorities  claim,  it
may  well   have  been  that  remarkable

similarity between Toledo and Jerusa-
lem that found an empathy in the hearts
of its  ancient  Jewish  inhabitants  who
settled there some two thousand years
ago and, according to legend, may even
have predated the  Roman  period by  a
thousand  years  to  the  time  of  King
Solomon.

Toledo was the capital of spain from
the period of the Visigoths  until  1561.
When the Visigoths captured  Spain  in
the  fifth  century,  there  was  already  a
well   established   flourishing   Jewish
community.  Initially,  during  their  pa-

gan   or  Arian   phase,   the   Visigoths
treated  their  Jewish  subjects  reason-
ably  well.  Conditions  were  to  change
adversely  for Jews  when,  in  the  sixth
century,   the   Visigoths   embraced
Catholicism.   A   series   of  restrictive
edicts by successive Visigoth kings vir-
tually  reduced  the  status  of  Jews  to
slaves.  During  the  reign  of Egica,  in
the  seventh  century,  Jewish  property
was confiscated. Jews were prohibited
from practising their faith.

Even then,  718  years before the  ex-
pulsion  of  1492,  Jews  were  given  the
option   of  conversion   or   expulsion.
Some Jews left for North  Africa,  oth-
ers  became  "secret  Jews".   In  theory
Spal\n was Judenrein.

In   the   Spring  of  711   an   army   of
some  12,000  Berbers  from  North  Af-
rica,   under  the   command  of  Tariq,
secretly crossed the Straits and invaded
Spain  from  the  south.  Crossing  over
the  huge  rock  mountain  on  the  south-
ern  coast,  Tariq  pushed  further  north
as  th.e  Visigoth  Catholics  fled  in  ad-
vance of his army. The Southern Rock
still   bears   the   Arabic   name   of  the
`mountain   of  Tariq'   or  Jebe]   Tariq,

now Gibraltar.
In  October,  Tariq's  forces  reached

Toledo and captured the capital city of
the   Visigoth   kingdom.   The   Jewish
community,   having   suffered   so   se-
verely  under Visigoth  rule,  welcomed
the  invading  Berbers.  Jews  were  ap-
pointed   to   privileged   positions   of.
power and Toledo became a centre of
commerce  and  scholarship.  The  Jew-
ish area spread out covering the entire
south-west quarter of the city down to
the Tagus  river. The present-day  mar~
ket  of   Bcr/./-/.o   M/cvo,   with   its   small
shops   and  the   sounds   of  goldsmiths
gently    hammering   away,    evokes
memories from the distant past.

One  Christian   goldsmith  informed
us that his falnily had been living there
and   engaged   in   that   occupation   for
hundreds  of years.  Jews  had  been  sil-
versmiths  and  goldsmiths  in  that  area

prior  to  the  Inquisition.  After  the  ln-
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quisition Jewish "conversos", as proof
of their  loyalty  to  the  new  faith,  als`o
took  on  new  names  that  were  often
more "Christian" than born Christians.
Our craftsman's family name was de la
lglesia -   of the  Church.  Had we  dis-
covered the descendants of Marranos?
He  was  unaware  of any  Jewish  ante-
cedents and was certainly not exposing
any hidden skeletons.

There  are  no  known  Jews  living  in
To]edo  today.   Yet,   as  our  Christian
guide  confessed,  given  the  history  of
Spain   "we   are   all   a   little   Jewish".
About ten  years  ago,  however,  a  Mo-
roccan  Jew,  Albert  Cohen,  opened  a
kosher  restaurant  in   the   shadow  of
Santa  Maria LaBlanca.  Unfortunately,
there were insufficient Jewish tourists
at the time to make the venture viable.
Although  the  present  restaurant  is  no
longer owned by  Jews, Jewish  motifs
embossed on the tiles  surrounding the
interior walls are still visible.

Only a few yards from the shops the
remains  of the  old  wall  surrounding
the   J!/der!.a  still   stand.   Subterranean
disused   in/.fu;czo/  (pools  for  ritual  im-
mersion) can be found in the basements
of  three  houses  jn  the  area.  Nearby
stands the Great Synagogue, which, in
I 411  was converted into the Church of
Santa  Maria  LaBlanca.  It is believed
that in the days of Toledo's greatness,
at  the  end  of the  fourteenth  century,
there were as many as ten synagogues
in the Jewish quarter.

A  deceptively humble  exterior con-
ceals the strikingly beautiful interior of
the Santa Maria LaBlanca.Thiny-two
white  columns  rise  over  fifty  feet  to
form five naves and horseshoe arches,
so typical of the Moorish style.

It  was  into  the  midst  of this  splen-
dour  that,   jn   1405,   an  angry  mob  -
incited by the vitriolic sermons of vin-
cent   Ferrer  -  burst   in   upon  Jews   in
worship, dragged them to the edges of
the  precipice  overlooking  the  Tagus
and threw them  down the rocky slope
into   the   river  below.   Leaving   the
former synagogue, we silently retraced
their steps  and, upon reaching the top
of the  cliff,  we  recited the  4ac7d;.sfe  in
memory  of those  who had been  done
to death so cruelly 587 years before.

Our next visit was to the EI Transito
Synagogue,  built  in  the  middle  of the
14th  century  by  Meir  Abdeli  and  fi-
nanc.ed  personally  by  Samuel  Halevi,
the treasurer of pedro I, Peter the Cruel
of  Castile.   Halevi   spared  nothing  to
erect  a   synagogue   which   he   hoped
would rival the first Temple.

The   interior  differs   dramatically
from the  Santa  Maria.  The Transito  is
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rectangular  in  shape,  measuring  78  x
32   feet.   The  walls  are   embroidered
with  exquisite  sculpted  filigree,  with

panels  and  arches  engraved  with  the
crests  of  Castile  and   Leon  and  with
inscriptions  lauding  its  benefactor,  its
builder and King  Pedro.  A  continuous
frieze  near  ceiling  level  contains  He-
brew  inscriptions  from  Psalms 83  and
99. A section of the former synagogue
houses the Museum of Sephardic Cul-
ture.

Only a few paces from the Transito
stands the Casa EI Greco, the residence
of the great Cretan painter, built on the
site   of  the   original   palatial   villa   of
Samuel   Halevi.   It   was   here   that   EI
Greco painted his famous  `The  Burial
of the Count of Orgaz'  which is today
displayed in a nearby museum.

Several  members  of our group  had
discovered the  cz//resco restaurants  in
the Plaza de Socodover near our hotel,
where they relaxed with hot chocolate
and  cfe£/rros.  I  was  loathe to  tell  them
at that time that the plaza had been the
site of the very first Ai//o-c7cr-F¢ where
hundreds  of  Jews  had  been  burnt  to
death, 505 years before.

Cordoba, our next stop, proved to be
equally exciting. The ride from Toledo
traversed Castile and La Mancha coun-
try  with  its  hundreds  of thousands  of
olive  trees  and  vineyards  and  the  red
earth  dotted  with  miles of mauve  col-
oured   saffron   flowers   and   gently
undulating hills, punctuated with wind-
mills.

Cordoba was visually very different
from  Toledo.  It  had  a  Mediterranean
feel.   The   /1/derz.a,   with   its   narrow
streets and brilliant, whitewashed walls
were set off by cascading flowers and
colourful   patios.   Cordoba   was   the
birthplace of Maimonides ( 1135-1204)
and,  although  he  fled  the  town  as  a
teenager  during  the   invasion   of  the
A]mohades, the municipality has capi-
talised   on   his   early   presence   by
erecting a  statue  in  his memory  in the
small plaza of Tiberiades, named after
the  Galilean  town  of Tiberias,  where
Maimonides   is   buried.   The   nearby
Rambam (Rabbi  Moses  ben  Maimon,
Maimonides)  Synagogue was actually
constructed   long   after  the   philoso-
pher's death.

Cordoba  also  boasts  the  establish-
ment  of the  first  European  Talmudic
academy, set up by Hasdai Ibn Shaprut
(915-970), Foreign Minister, physician
and adviser to the Caliph and patron of
Jewish   scholars   and   poets.   It   was
Hasdai who corresponded with Joseph,
King  of the   Khazars, .revealing  their
Jewish antecedents and which later ex-

cited the  interest  of Judah  Halevi.  Be-
fore   leaving   Cordoba,   a  visit  to  the
Mezquita  is  a  must.  The  magnificent
mosque with its maze of red and white
Moorish  arches  is,  I  believe,  as  spec-
tacular as our next stop, the Alhambra
itself.

As we entered Andalusia there was a
dramatic   change   in  the  topography.
The   gentle   hills   are   suddenly  traps-
formed  into  mountainous terrain  with
sheer  cliffs   and   colourful   strata   of
mauve, green, yellow and orange rock
formations  reaching  4,000   feet.  The
soil   is  deep  red  and  here,  too,  olive

groves  and  vineyards  abound.  In  fact,
there  are  over  150  million  olive  trees
in  the  Jaon  area  alone  making  Spain
the largest olive-oil producing country
in the world.

Granada,   called   by   the    Moors
`Gharnata  a]-Yahud',  Granada  of the

Jews,  testifies  to  the  antiquity  of  its
original  Jewish  settlers.  In  this beauti-
ful, picturesque city once lived Samuel
HaNagid,  or  Ibn  Nagre]a  (993-]056)
who  became  the  vizier to  the  king  of
Granada.  As  a  scholar,  talmudist  and
poet  who  spoke  fluent  Arabic,  Span-
ish,   Latin   and   Greek,   Ibn   Nagrela
reached the  heights  of Jewish  creativ-
ity  during the  Golden  Age.  Here,  too,
was  born   the   poet   and   philosopher,
Moses   lbn   Ezra  (]055-1139),   whose

prolific   poetry   reflects   the   personal
misfortune  of his  life.  It  was  Ibm  Ezra
who  encouraged  and  supported  Judah
Halevi  when  he  came  to  live  in  Gra-
nada.   It   was   here   in   Granada   that
Ferdinand and lsabella signed the infa-
mous   Edict   of  Expulsion   in   March
1492,  in  the  Ambassadors  Hall  of the
Alhambra,  one  of the  most  beautiful
and imposing fortresses ever built.

Our last stop was in Seville. The trip
from Granada took us across the Sierra
Nevada  mountains,  flecked  with  clus-
ters of whitewashed houses.

Here  in  Seville  the  ancient  Jewish
community    prospered    under    the
Ummayads.  Their numbers  were  aug-
mented   by   the    influx   of   Jewish
refugees from Cordoba after the Berber
conquest  of  1013  and  later from  Gra-
nada.

We spent the day wandering through
the picturesque streets of the BarTio de
Santa  Cruz  which  had  once  been  the
JLlderia.

Perhaps   what   was   most   exciting
about  our trip  to  Spain  was  the  unex-

pected  discovery  of places  of Jewish
interest  or  chancing  upon  a  statue  of
some  famous  Jewish  personality,  like
when we found a statue of lbn Tibbor,

Continued on next page
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12th  century  physician  and  translator,
on  a  street  corner  in  Granada,  or  the
statue  of  lbn   Gabirol   (c.   1021-1055)
nestling in a  small  park in  Malaga.

The local guides are not informed of
the details of Jewish life in  Spain.  For
full  enjoyment  it  is  necessary  to  do  a
lot of homework, equip yourself with a
number  of  Jewish   guide  books  and
maps  and  be  prepared  to  engage  in
some  detective  work.  As  a  result  of
such  investigations  we  discovered the
whereabouts  of some  ancient,  disused
in;.4vczo/   in   the   basement   of  three
houses in Toledo.

Before setting out for Spain with the

group,  my  wife  and  I  made a prelimi-
nary   trip   to   Spain   where   we   also
attended  a  three-day  study  session  in
Jewish  Sepharad and another series of
lectures back  in  London.  For the  ben-
efit   of  those   who   were   considering
joining the tour,  I organised a series of
ten-weekly lectures in  Spanish Jewish
history  and  produced  an  anthology  of

poems  and  essays  so  that  the  partici-
pants  had  a  fairly  good  background
before they left.

As  it  was  the  quincentennial,  I  pre-

pared   a   special   prayerbook   with   a
Sabbath  service  incorporating the  rel-
evant  religious  and  secular  poetry  of
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the famous Jewish personalities of the
Golden  Age.  The  experience  of pray-
ing their prayers z.# si./a/ was moving.

But  one  need  not  wait  for a  special
anniversary  to  visit  Jewish  Sepharad.
The preparation may be time-consum-
ing, but the reward is great.
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Michael Leigh

A;[|:::esanTTHa::rza:::S::ab:?:;::
was convicted. As he was led away he
cried, "C'est la revanche de Dreyfus"I
- It is the revenge of Captain Dreyfus.
The notorious Dreyfus affair has rum-
bled  on  for  a  century  and  it  could  be
said  that  it  forms  part  of the  path  to
Drancy from which  French Jews were
sent to their death from  1942. This year
marks  the  centenary  of the  arrest  of
Captain   Alfred   Dreyfus,   in   October
1894,  a  time  associated  with  Parisian

/# de sj.Gc/e gaiety when art, music and
literature  flourished.  By  contrast,  sin-
ister tensions lurked under the surface
which  led  to  this  case  which  split  the
country  and  brought  personal  tragedy
to  Dreyfus  himself and  to  his  family.
As  background  to  this  case,  with  its
strong   anti-Semitic   undertones,   it
should  be  added  that  in   1882  a  ritual
murder accusation was brought against
the  Jews  of Tisza  Eslar  in  Hungary.
Later,  in  March   1911,  Mendel   Beilis
was falsely accused of murder in Kiev.
Anti-Semitism was stalking Europe.

The outlines of the Dreyfus case fol-
lowed  a tortuous  course.  Dreyfus  was
born  in  1859  to  a  wealthy  and assimi-
Iated   Jewish   family   in   Mulhouse,
Alsace  and  in   1892  became  the  only
Jewish   captain   on   the  general   staff.
Two   years   later   a   cleaning   woman
found     a     document     called     the
bo;.de;.ccrff,  which  pointed to  the  trea-
son   of  a   French   officer   who   was
revealing  military  secrets  to  the  Ger-
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mans. Dreyf.us was arrested, largely on
the grounds  of similarity  of handwrit-
ing.  At  a  closed  trial,  he  was  publicly
humiliated  and  sent  to  life  imprison-
ment   on   Devil's   Island,   a   notorious
French   prison   settlement   in   French
Guinea.  After two more trials  in  1899,
he  was  I.eleased  but  not  fully  exoner-
ated.  Later President Loubet pardoned
him  and  in  1906  the  Court  of Appeal
found the evidence against him unsub-
stantiated.  He was awarded the LGgz.o#
c7'fJo##e£//-,  fought  in  the  First  World
War and died in  1935.

Scholars are divided as to the extent
of specific  anti-Semitic  motivation  to
the case, bearing in mind the historical
background in France at the time., The
country  was  worried that  it was being
overtaken  economically  by  Germany
and   Britain.2  The   per;./e  bo{#.geoj.sj.e
had  lost  out  in  the  depression  of the
l880s.   The   so-called   Ferry   Laws

(1879-86)  angered the  Catholic  estab-
lishment     by     promoting     secular
education.  The  defeat  of  1871   at  the
hands of the  Prussians smarted.  There
seemed to be an air of instability in the
Third Republic and the rise of General
Georges  Boulanger  in  the   l880s  ap-

peared to  satisfy  longings  for a strong
man, although his movement soon col-
lapsed. The Jewish community had not
suffered much from anti-Semitism dur-
ing the nineteenth century though there
had been  some  anti-Jewish  manifesta-
tions  during  the  revolutions  of  1789
and  1848. There were but 75,000 Jews
in  France at the end of the century out
of  a   total   population   of  39   million.
With  the great  exodus .from  Russia  in
1881  only  10,000 Jews came to France

though there was the usual  resentment
against    these    Eastern    Jews,    the
Osf/.wde#. There was some French hos-
tility  to  the   upward   mobility   of  the
Jews  and  the   Rothschilds  seemed  to
represent  `money'  and  power  on  the
large  scale.  Then  there  were  anti-Se-
mitic     writers     like     Alphone     de
Toussenel,  Maurice  Barres and, above
all,  Edouard  Drumont  who  published
the  notorious  book,   Lcz  Fj.c}#ce /1/j.1/c,
Jewish  France,  in   1886  which  talked
about ritual  murder and a Jewish  con-
spiracy  to  take  over  France.  He  later

published  a  newspaper,  La  i/.b;.e  Pc}-
/.o/e,   Free   Speech,   which   spoke   of
treasonous  officers  in the  army.3  Out-
side  France the  notorious anti-Semite,
Karl  Lueger, was elected Burgomaster
of vienna in  1895. In Germany an anti-
Semitic  league  was  founded by  Adolf
Stoecker, the Lutheran Court chaplain.
In Russia pogroms continued apace af-
ter the accession of Alexander Ill  and,
later,   Nicholas   11.   In  all   these  places
the Jew  was the  scapegoat for domes-
tic    failures,    though,    in    Western
countries,  there  was  little  actual   vio-
lence.   In   retrospect,   however,   the
atmosphere  at  the  end  of the  century
provided fertile ground for anti-Jewish
cczffse5` cG/Gb;.es like the  Dreyfus affair
and, it can be claimed, helped pave the
way to  Hitler, Vichy and modern anti-
Semitic excesses.

Of  Shylock   Shakespeare   wrote,
"suffering is the badge of all his tribe".

We recognise this theme in our history
but we need to look closely at the spe-
cific pain and emotional reaction of the
victim  -what was  it  really like to hear
the  bang  on  the  door?  It  is  suggested
that suffering is easier to bear if one is
conscious of a cause,like those Jewish
martyrs  who  went  to  their  death  with
God  on  their  lips.  Conversely,  many
assimilated Jews who died in theHolo-
caust may have been even more dazed
because they were unaware  spiritually
of what they were dying for.  Dreyfus,
like  Beilis and others,  suffered  dread-
fully himself`.  He felt betrayed because
he identified more with French patriot-
ism than  with Judaism  or even  Jewish
consciousness.  He  became  a  contem-

porary   symbol   of  Jewish   suffering,
though he himself would probably  not
have   recognised   this.   In   fact,   it   has
been suggested that, if he had not been
Dreyfus  himself,  he  would  have  been
an anti-Dreyfusard. Yet, apart from the
humilation heaped on him by the Army
at and after his first trial, he spent  1,237
nights  on   Devil's   Island  at  tempera-
tures of 120°, was tortured and ravaged
by   mosquitoes4,   was   denied   contact
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with his family and had very poor food
and medical  attention.  Yet his bearing
was  noble,  even  uncomplaining.   His
French patriotism incorporated the ide-
als of faith in duty, country, justice and
family5   which   were,   paradoxically,
later  adopted  by  the  Vichyists  as  vir-
tues.  These  were  also  `Jewish  virtues'
which   he,   perhaps   unconsciously,
adopted.  Bernard  Lazare,  a Jewish so-
cialist     who     became     aware     of
anti-Semitism   late   in   life,   wrote  to
Dreyfus -"You are perhaps more Jew-
ish   than   you   think   through   your
indefatigable  hope,  your  belief in  the

power of the good, accompanied, how-
ever,   by   your  power  of  fatalistic
resignation. This duality is in line with
the  indestructible  tradition  which  you
have  inherited  from  your  people  and
which  has  given  you  strength.  If you
had been  a  Christian  you  would prob-
ably  have  placed  your trust  in  divine

justice, which,  I hope, will not keep us
waiting too long and for which we will
Work together .... "6

Beyond this,  Dreyfus had little con-
nection with or knowledge of Judaism.
He  was  a  religious  sceptic,  unlike  his
wife  Lucie who  sought to teach Juda-
ism to their chi]dren7.  His associations
were with the  feaff/ #€o#de of the Jew-
ish  world.  He  was  a  friend  of Zadok
Kahn,  the  Chief Rabbi,  who  was  de-
nied Dreyfus's request to see him at his
trial.  He  believed  that  religion  was  a
private affair and that race had nothing
to   do   with   characterx,   a   philosophy
which never goes well with those seek-
ing  an  intense  Jewish  life.  In  general
Dreyfus was aware of the auti-Semitic
element in his trial and suffering which
he   could   not   have   avoided.   But   he
hardly ever alluded to his Jewish back-
ground.  Maybe  this  can  be  accounted
for by  his  lack  of Jewish  training,  his
education away from home and mean-
ingful   Jewish   influences,   his   own
absorbtion in his military studies, per-
haps,  above all,  by the atmosphere of
assimilation amongst his Jewish peers.
Their Judaism  was expressed in terms
of  formal   occasions.  These  attitudes
were shared by the Jewish `aristocracy'
elsewhere  at  the  time,  including  Eng-
land,     though     often     they     were
accompanied   by   a   sense   of  duty
through  public  service  to  the  Jewish
community and financial  support.

Similarly   it   may   be   assumed  that
Dreyfus,   the   patriotic   Frenchman,
however harshly the French Establish-
ment treated him, would have had little
sympathy with  Zionism  which  he saw
develop  before   he   died   in   1935.   He
may have shrunk at the knowledge that
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his  trial  had  been  some  influence  on
Theodor   Herzl   and   Zionism,   as   is

popularly  assumed.  Scholarship  now,
however,  casts  doubt  on  the  signifi-
cance of the trial for Herzl, who already
had  in  his  mind  the  idea  of a  Jewish
homeland before the Aj7rcr!.;.e and there
is  no  mention  of the  trial  in  his  diary
when he talks of the need for Zionism'.
However,   the   whole   spectacle   of
Dreyfus's  degradation   and  the   mob
must  have  made  some  impression.  In
later years a Tel Avivjournalist tried to
interview   Dreyfus.   On   learning   he
came  from  Palestine  Dreyfus  replied,
"Je regrette,  monsieur .... "'t'.

However,  during the time of his or-
deal    Dreyfus    drew    support    and
comfort, if not from Judaism, certainly
from  both   individual   Jews  and  gen-
tiles. Within his family his wife, Lucie,
was  always  in  his heart and mind.  He
was close to his sister,  Henriette,  who
lived  in  Carpentras,  a  town  now  with
tragic  associations,  and  he  went  there
to  recuperate.   His  brother,   Mathieu,
kept  the  case  alive  and  worked  tire-
lessly   for  him.   Joseph   Reinach,   an
influential   Jewish   member  of  the
Chamber  of Deputies,  was  Mathieu's
confidant  and  was  convinced  of anti-
Semitic   motivations   in   the   case.
Bernard  Lazare  wrote  vigorously  on
his  behalf.  The  Jewish  community  it-
self,  subjected  to  riots  in   1898,  was
ambivalent.  Many  Jews  remained  si-
lent, perhaps fearful that they would be
`involved'.   Two   Jewish  journalists

even suggested that Dreyfus should be
stoned".  His  gentile  support  was  im-

pressive.   Emile   Zo]a,   the   novelist,
penned  the  famous  article  `/'Acc£/se'
in  1898 and was convicted of libel and
exiled       to       England.       Georges
Clemenceau, who became Prime Min-
ister,  spoke  for  him,  as  did  Anatole
France. Col. Georges Picquart, head of
the   French   Intelligence   Service,   al-
though he seems to have disliked Jews
and   even   Dreyfus  himself,   became
convinced of Dreyfus's innocence and
was   himself  dismissed   in   1896.   All
spoke or wrote on behalf of Truth and
Justice  to vindicate  innocence,  virtues
for  which  Judaism  ultimately  strives.
Indeed  the  last  word  that  Zola  wrote
before he died was  `/.£/s//.ce' 12.

i '47raJ.re  had  significant  influence
on French politics. It sharpened the ten-
sion between  Left and  Right,  between
religious  and  secular  forces.  It  was  a
ccIffse  cG/gore  in  the  history  of  anti-
Semitism   and   may   have   influenced
Herzl's thinking. Even quite recently a
French officer was dismissed for pub-
lishing  an   article  which  appeared  to

whitewash the  army",  an  army  which
to this day has never reversed the find-
ings  of the  courts  martial'4.  Although
Dreyfus   himself  played   down   the
Affair  and  avoided  reference  to  his
own Jewish background, one wonders
how he bore it alll
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W:E;taNsmv;e£;u:atTdY::H:Ehwaa¥sEs¥cd:
a great force in my  life.

I  recalled my visit to Aunt Yana on
her birthday a few months before.  She
was  small  and so  frail  and  she  looked
at  me  with  a  fear in  her eyes,  her lips
quivering.  That  was  the  time  when  I
had  driven  home  and  had  sobbed  al-
most  all  the  way.  I  was  remembering
that   strong,  healthy,   vibrant   woman
and  thinking  of what  had  become  of
her.

It was Yana who told me the story of
how our family had come to America.

I remember my paternal grandfather,
Nayum   Moisevich   Halperin,   clearly.
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He  was  a  boisterous  and  proud  Jew
whose  ancestors  had  lived  in  Russia
for  generations.   He  regaled  me  with
his life in Russia when he worked as an
overseer  for  his   Baron  who   owned
thousands  of acres  of land  on  which
were  grown  wheat  and  barley.  Every
few weeks my grandfather would take
his  pack  on  his  horse  and  travel  the
miles  across  the  land  to  see  that  the

peasants were doing theirjob. At night,
after  the   long  journey,  there  was  a
stopover  at  a  cabin  where  he  and  his
daughter,   my   Aunt   Yana,   whom  he
took along to cook for him, would rest.
He was very happy then but it all ended
with   World  War   I   and  the   Russian
Revolution.  The  Czar  and  the  Baron
were  killed.  The  land  was  given  over
to  the  peasants  and  there  was  turmoil
throughout  the   country.   The   family
barely    escaped    with    their   lives.
Grandpa  Nayum  and  Grandma  Maya
arrived  in  New  York  with  the  family.
There was Oleg, my father, the young-
est,  and the  three  sisters  Niusia,  Olga
and Yana. The Hebrew Immigrant Aid
Society  helped  the  family  to  get  set-
tled.

They  were  moved  into  a  crowded
tenement. The building was six stories
high  and  looked  like  a  fortress.  The
five  of them  lived  in  the  flat's  three
rooms which were dimly lit. There was
one   window  that  let   in   some   air  or
sunshine. They considered themselves
lucky because some families of fifteen
were  living  in  three  rooms.  The  street
was  crowded  with  people  from  many
parts  of the  world -Irish,  Germans,
Chinese,  Eastern  European  Jews  and
Italians.   They   learned   English   from
one another together with the language
each brought from the mother country.
They   helped   each   other,   too,   when
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tragedies struck.
There  was  the   Wasserman   family

whose  son  drowned  while  swimming
in the East River. There was the widow
Colavito  who  suffered  a  heart  attack
and  was  taken  to  the  hospital.  On  the
third day there, she seemed better.  But
when they came to bring her lunch, she
was  missing  from  her  room.  After  a
thorough  search  they  found  her.  She
had  managed  to  walk  up  to  the  top
floor and had hurled herself out of the
window.

Our  family  did  not  escape  tragedy
either.  In  1918  there  was a  terrible  flu
epidemic  and   Niusia  and   Olga  each
contracted  the  flu  and  within  months
of each other they died.  Poor grandma
turned old overnight,  I  was told.

Grandpa  Nayum  was  given  a  horse
and  wagon   f"ed  with   potatoes.   He
went through the streets shouting, "Po-
tatoes,   twenty-five   pounds   for   a

quarter".   He   learned   how  to   handle
money  and  he  already  knew  how  to
treat the horse.

But  of course Grandpa Nayum  was
not happy.  He dreamed of Russia with
its acres of open land, the smell  of the
fresh  air and  hay  and  his  horse  flying
in  the  great  open  spaces.  But  here  he
was imprisoned in this ghetto. He heard
that  America  also  had  land  out  in  the
West  with  large  farms.  But he  had  no
money  to   take   the  family   out  to   a
strange  and  unknown  place  where  he
knew nobody  and there  was  no one to
sponsor him.

Grandpa   once   remarked  that  the
years went by like the blink of an eye.
Yana  married  Boris  and  became  par-
ents when Harold was born. 0leg went
to school to learn accounting.

During the Depression, people were
out  of  work,  money  was  scarce  and
real estate prices plummeted. Grandpa
heard  that  there  were  farms  in  New
Jersey  which  could  be  had  for  very
little  money.   He  took  all  his  savings
and  was  able  to  buy  a  farm  with  the
help of the Credit Union.

They settled in an area called Wood-
bine. It was a thriving farm community
of Jews who fled Europe from the po-
groms of czarist  Russia and also,  like
Grandpa  Nayum,  from  the  turmoil  of
the  war.  This  town  was  originally  es-
tablished in  1890 by Baron Maurice de
Hirsch, a Bavarian railroad tycoon and

philanthropist,   who   believed   Jews
would finally be freed from oppression
by  returning  to  their  ancient,  agricul-
tural tradition.

A  brick  synagogue  had  been  built
and the municipality was the first Jew-
ish-governed     since     the     fall     of

Jerusalem  in the year 70.
They  were  given  fifteen-acre  plots

to cut and farm and a mortgage to make
them self-sustaining citizens. The farm
was  immense  and  crops  grew  every-
where. There were also cows, eggs and
chickens.  Yana took care of the chick-
ens  and  the  egg  business.  She  learned
how  to   drive  a   truck.   If  any   of  the
chickens looked sick she drove into the
town  and  went  to  the  Department  of
Agriculture   where   they   advised   her
what to do.  The town had grown  and,
by  the   1930s,  could   boast  about  the
2500   poultry,   vegetable   and   fruit
farms,   the   agricultural   school   and
factories  that  produced  clothir,g,  hats
and  rubber,   its  post  office,  telegraph
station and dance hall.

0leg worked in the city and married
a  pretty  woman  who  was  to  become
my  mother.  We  lived  in  an  apartment
in  the  suburbs  and  visited  my  grand-

parents     often.     Their     farm     had
prospered.  When  we  were  there  and
had dinner,  it  was  with  the farmhands
at  a  long  table.  There  was  fresh  milk
from  the  cows  and  eggs  and  chickens
from  the  coops.   The  garden  yielded
tomatoes     and    other    vegetables.
Grandma made her own bread and but-
ter.

I  was  taken  for  a  ride  in  a  wooden
wagon.  As  I  grew older,  I  swam  in the
lake.   I  watched  the  cows  and  horses
grazing,  the  chickens  running   in  the
yard and the dog sleeping on the porch.
At night, the crickets and frogs made a
lot of noise but still  lulled me to sleep.

Grandma   and   grandpa   loved   that
farm  and  lived  there  for  fifteen  years
before  they  passed  away.   Yana   and
Boris took over the farm.

When I was seventeen years old, my
mother  sent  me  to  Aunt  Yana  for  my
summer  vacation.   My  boyfriend  had

gone  away  to  college  and  had  found
another girl. I was very unhappy so my
mother sent me to Aunt Yana to forget
my disappointment.

That  summer turned  out to  be  most
exciting and tragic.

Exciting because I  met so many nice
new  people  and  above  all,  I  found  an-
other boyfriend who took me to parties
and   dances.   This   romance   matured
through   the   years   and   I   married
Charles.

But it was a tragic summer too. Just
as  I  was getting  ready to  return  home,
news   came   that   my   Mom   had   died

quite  suddenly  in  a  car  accident.   My
father agreed to  let  me  live with  Aunt
Yana until  he could move his business
closer to where Aunt Yana  lived.

ConfinLle(I on next page
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Life with Aunt Yana was good. I felt
that  she  was  a  good  friend  in  whom  I
could confide. Whenever I came home
from my dates with Charles, we would
have  a  cup  of tea  and  discuss  what  I
had  said  to  Charles  and  what  Charles
had   said  to   me.   On   Saturdays   Aunt
Yana and I would go to town and have
lunch  in  a  restaurant  and then  go  to  a
movie.   Before   we   went   home,   we
would stop for an ice cream soda.

I fondly remembered the time when
we  volunteered  to  contribute  a  truck-
load of canned fruits to the county fair
in the  neighbouring town.  We worked
for  days  boiling  the  jars  and  stewing
the  fruit.   When  we  finally  delivered
the jars to the depot, we found that the
train  had  already  gone  and  we  were
left  with  the  load.  We had to  take the
truck  and  drive  a  great  distance  and
make the delivery ourselves.

After  I  married  Charles  we  moved
back  to  the  city  and  we  often  visited
Aunt  Yana.  Yes,  Aunt  Yana  was  get-
ting old.  She sat in her wheelchair and
a housekeeper looked after her and the
house.

After  the  funeral,   we  met  at  the
house.  Harold played a tape recording.
It   amazed  us   all   because  there   was
Aunt  Yana's  voice.  She  had  recorded
this  tape  several  months  before  when
she was stronger and alert.

"Dearest Harold, family and friends.

By  the  time  you  find  this  tape,  I  will
have been laid to rest. Harold, you have
been  a  good  son  and  I'm  grateful  for
the  love you  have  shown  me through-
out  the  years,  and  the  help  you  have
given me. I thank the friendsl've made
since  the  time  I  came  to  the  farm  so
long  ago.  Maya,  my  niece,  you  have
my mother's name, you were a light in
my  life.  You  were  like the  daughter  I
never had.  I  know  you  will  grieve  for
me  but  I  want  you  to  know  that  I  am
leaving this  life  serenely  and just  as  I
would have wished.  I have had a life of
peace  and  many  times  `my  cup  had
overflowed with joy".

My  father having  died a  short time
before,  the  death  of Yana  closed  the
book   of  the   immigrant   family   of
Nayum Moisevich Halperin. But I shall
always  remember  her  sweet  compan-
ionship  and  her  loving  kindness  and
shall   always  smile  at  the  thought  of
herl

Pearl   E.  Manne  /.s  cr  +iJ/././e7-  cr#d  ;.cgw/a;.  co#-
lribulor [o MANNA. She lives in Cranbul.y.  New
Jersev,  USA.  The  illuslra(ion  is  b\i  the  aiilhol.'s
dal,gh,e,..
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BIRTH
PANGS

Bebe Jacobs

MY     FOUR    YEAR-OLD
daughter once  said to  me "Is
God  inside  me?"  To  which  I

replied, in true Progressive Jewish edu-
cator style, "Maybe".

She  continued  "Is  God  in  my  ear?"
Again,  "Maybe".  This  was  followed
by  her  persistent  "Is  God  down  that
drain?",   pointing  at  the  grid  by  the
kerb.  Wanting  at  least  to  sound  con-
sistent  I  replied  "Maybe".  To  which
she  replied "Why  would God want to
live  in a drain?"

I  am  not  sure  God  would  choose  a
drain;  I  am  not  sure  God is  inside her
ear, but I  do know that for me and for
others a feeling of connecting with God
was there when our children were born.
It is a truly miraculous moment, a mo-
ment of being in every real sense a part
of life's pattern -and the continuity of
the human race.

For  many  it  is  also  a  moment  of
taking stock.  It can become a time for`
asking those  questions  usually  hidden
in the  cupboard of ultimate  questions;
for  most  people,   its   door  is   usually
locked  and  only  occasionally  allowed
to creak open. Those moments of open-
ing   the   door   are   frightening   and
exciting.

When  my  children  were  born  I  al-
lowed  the  questions  to  come  out  and
they  were  along  the  following  lines:
Why  is this so  special?  What will  this
new  responsibility  mean?  What  huge
changes are about to occur in my life?
What   wi]l   I   want   these   children   to
know?   What  will   I   expect  of  them?
How will I celebrate the arrival of these
new Jews into the world? What sort of
Jewish  identity  do  I  want my children
to have?

A hundred years ago these questions
would  have  been  absurd.  They  would
have been unintelligible to a Jew of the
Middle  Ages  or  even  a  Polish  Jew  of
the 5fe/e// because, to a large extent, life
was precarious.  Today life  is precious
and we expect to achieve potential.

The  birth  of a  baby  was  always  an
occasion  for celebration even  in  Bibli-
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ca] times. It was important to have chil-
dren  to  continue  the  life  line  of  the
family and, in recognition of this, chil-
dren   were  called   be#  -  son   of.   In
Biblical times, daughters were less cel-
ebrated because they were not expected
to   carry   on   the   line   of  inheritance.
However, according to Hil]el, the com-
mand  to  "Be  fruitful  and  multiply"  is
not fulfilled unless one produces a son
cJ#d a daughter.

It was clear to any Jew from Bib]ica]
times  right  through  to  the  emancipa-
tion what this responsibility of having
children   involved.   They   felt   com-
manded  and bound by the  laws  of the
rorczA to teach their children the ways
of rorczA. Not to question  it, but to live
it.  To  have  asked  what  sort  of Jewish
identity   they   were   handing   down
would have been  unthinkable.  Identity
was  bound  up  with  the  words  of the
TorczA  and the laws therein.

Today  we  ask  these  questions  be-
cause we have been given the ability to
make choices. To us, living in a secular
world, identity is a matter of individual
choice rather than a sense of duty.  We
cannot  -   and  most  of  us  would  not
choose to, even if we could, say to our
children  "This  is  your  life-style,  it  is
not to be questioned".  Instead, we seek
to  make  sense  of our  identity  and  to
give it a value and a personal  meaning.

People  have  said  that  adolescence
did  not  exist  until  the   Beatles.   Now
they say adolescence lasts from some-
thing   like   ten   to   going   on   forty!
However  long  it  lasts,  today's  young

people  have  many  opportunities  and
choices  which  can  take  their  lives  in
many  directions.  Most  parents  realize
that in order to make those choices, the
adolescent needs to have been "social-
ized"  or  set  an  example  long  before
they reach the  stage where the  myriad
of  choices  seems  too  overwhelming.
We also know that choice comes from
knowledge, not ignorance, and it is far
harder to  choose  something  if you  do
not know what you are letting yourself
in  for.

I once heard a rabbi say that settling
down  used  to  be  the  euphemism  that
some   rabbis   would   use   when   they
wanted to know if one of their congre-
gants  had  a  steady  relationship.  Now
settling down,  for many young adults,
means they  have  found  a  comfortable
pad  for  themselves  and  have  "settled
down" to  material  wealth  and  a  range
of life  styles  -  most  of which  do  not
include  marriage  and  certainly  do  not
include  children.

When  and  if it  does  happen,  many
feel ill prepared for parenthood. Some-

times  we  are  not  even  sure  why  we
made that choice.  Not usually because
God commanded, not even because of
wanting to offer our inheritance to our
children.  Most of us just worry that a]]
we will have for our children to inherit
will  be  our credit  cards  and  the  debts
we  have  accumulated  with  them.  Not
even because they will safeguard us in

our  old  age.  With  the  continuing  mo-
bility  of families,  most  of us  will  end
up  a  'plane  ride  away  from  our  chil-
dren   and   grandchildren   (See   Bubis,
Serving the Jewish  Family,  1977).

Yet   for   some,   having   made   the
choice to have children,  it is a surprise
that,  at  the  time  of giving  birth,  God
comes into their lives. We are forced to
ask ourselves those ultimate questions.
Most  of all  we  ask  ourselves  who  we
are  and  what  we  have  to  give  to  our
children. ,For Jews  this  question  must
be extended to what sort of Jew we are
and  what  sort  of Judaism  we  have  to
give  to  our children.  It  may  not  be  as
straightforward  as  jn  days  long  ago,
but many parents realize that ultimately
what we have to give to our children is
what we are.  Hence, at this time, Juda-
ism is often permitted to come through
that door. But only if it makes sense, if
it carries personal  meaning.

There are some supports which God
knows we  need to  help  us  explore the
challenge  of Jewish  parenthood.  "The
New   Jewish   Baby   Book"   by   Anita
Diamant   (Jewish   Lights   Publishing,
Vermont,1994, S 15.95 pb) is one such
resource.   It   highlights   the   important
aspects   of  bringing   a   Jew   into   the
world.  It  has  been  written  in  recogni-
tion that "The arrival  of a new Jewish
baby  has   always   been   greeted   with
happiness,  ceremony  and  a  wealth  of
customs.  The  New Jewish  Baby  Book

Continued on  riex{ page
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was  written  to  help  you  find  meaning
and joy  in  this  long  and  varied  tradi-
tion".

The book presents all the choices of
birth ceremonies for boys and for girls
-  which  Ms  Diamant  has  called   B/.z+

8¢/ -and the giving of rzec7¢Aofe at the
birth  of a child.  Thei.e is also a section
entitled   "Modern   Life"   dealing   with
Jewish   thought   on   genetic   testing,
adoption  and the  issues of non-Jewish
relatives.   For  many  with   non-Jewish
relatives,  a public  ceremony  such  as a
8ri{Mi1ahor8ri[8afm.\ghtbetheF\Tst
challenge of Jewish parenthood as they
have to decide if the baby will be raised
a Jew.

For  some,  a  book  may  not  be  quite
enough  support to  face Jewish parent-
hood.  When the  issues surface,  it may
be  the  first  time  for  many  years  that
one  is  faced  with  Jewish  questions  or
looking  at  life  within  a Jewish  frame-
work.   After  a  few  years  your  child,
who  is  now  a genius  of three,  may  be
asking   those   questions   you   have
avoided all your life, like the questions
my daughter, another genius of course,
asked me about God - or, on a simpler
level, questions such as "What are you

saying Mummy/Daddy when you light
those candles -  and  why  do you  wave
your hands around in the air?"

What  you  do  not  know  you  cannot
teach  -  and parents are the  first teach-
ers of their own children.

Now synagogues are helping people
to  raise  issues  and  ask  questions.  The
Family  Education  Department  of the
Centre for Jewish Education has intro-
duced   a   course   called   "Babies   and
Bagels"  and  invited  young  parents  to
join  in  a  discussion  group  around  the
challenges  of Jewish  parenthood.  The
sessions  are  facilitated  by  profession-
als   from   the   Sternberg   Centre's
Outreach programme and all the issues
mentioned  above  are  raised  and  dis-
cussed.

Those  who  have  attended  "Babies
and   Bagels",   have   appreciated   the
chance to look at the issues which con-
fuse them as Jews bringing up children
in  the  modern  world.  It  has  increased
their sense of belonging to the commu-
nity      and      has      increased      their
opportunities  for  finding  like-minded
friends.  In  some  cases,  it  has  encour-
aged participants to get involved -even
to get  educated,  and to  make  sense  of

their Judaism.
In   the   words   of   Rabbi   Harold

Shulweiss ( 1991 ):
"In  so  many  matters  ranging  from

politics  to  piety,  it  turns  out  that  the
family is one of the most powerful  in-
fluences   shaping  the   character  and
conscience of our children...Parents are
the  first  and most powerful  teachers  -
without   syllabus,   lesson  plan,  black-
board,   audio-visual   aid...It   is   not   an
etymological  coincidence that the  He-
brew  word  for  teachers,    rmorz.#?,   and
the  Hebrew  word  for  parents,   feo/-!.#?,
derive from a common root".

The birth  of a child is a window  of
opportunity  for  parents  and   for  the
community.  Let  us  open  the  doors  of
our synagogues and recognise that this
is a prime moment for supporting fami-
lies and fostering their sense of Jewish
identityl

Bche  J2icobs  was  bo}.n  in  Barking,  Easl  Lon-
donandI.eadpsychologIV)rvatSusse:xUni\iersily.
She  is  lhe  Family  Educc[tion  Consullani  o./. Ihe
Cenll-e .I.ol.  Jewish  Education.  Mrs  Jacobs  now
lives   in   Edgwai.e   and   is   practising  what   she

pl.a(iches   on  lhi.ee  childl.en  aged   11,  8  and  4
Vears.
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age of Judaism.
The  crucial   date   is  Tuesday,   SepT

tember 6.  That is the first day of jiosA
f7asfea#aife.   It  is  also  the  first  day  o,f
term for most schools in this country.

How  many  Jewish  parents,  nomi-
nally  orthodox  or progres'sive,  will  be
keeping  their  chi]dre,n  off  school  that
day?

The  answer  will  provide  so  critical
an indicator of the strength of Judaism
that I  wi'sh pollste,rs and demographers
could record it.

The signals so far, from both ortho-
dox and progressive parents,, are dire\.

I  know  all  the  reasons  for  sending
kids  to  school  rather than taking them
to sfeoo/. They are starting their 'crucial
GCSE or A-level work,  it is their first
day at a new school, they will have too
much  to  catch  up,  they  will  be  self-
conscious  at  non-Jewish  schools„...

None bears  scrutiny  or stands  up to
experience.  Kids  soon  catch  up,  e'spe\-
cial]y when they are, as bright as ours.

By  sending  their  kids  to  school  on
the\se most holy days of the Jewish cal-
endar, the bulk of Anglo-Jewish parents
will  declare  that  Judaism  comes  'sec-
ond,   third  or  tenth   on  their  list  of
personal  priorities.  Their kids  will  get
that  message.

That won't necessarily guarantee the
kids top marks or happy school careers.

It  will   guarantee  the  parents   one
prize  ---  a  non-Jewish  son  -  or daugh\-
ter-in-law within the next decade and ,a
half.

*

T HE    PASSING    OF    RABBI
Menachem Schneerson,, the head
of    the    Lubavitc,h    se,ct    of

Chassidim,  will  bequeath to the whole
of  orthodoxy  a  new  and  mu'ch  ,more
blurred image.

And  it  is  likely  to  spe]]'  the  end  of
Chassidism   as  a  force  on  the  right
fringes of Judaism.

For  in  spite  of his  drive,  charisma
and      organising      geniu's,      Rabbi
Schneerson  failed  the  ultimate  test  of
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leadership  ---  the  ensuring  of an  ad-
equat`e  succession.

Without his personal magnetism, the
flood  of funds  into the  Lubavitchi cof-
fers will  dry  up. And with  all  hope of
the imminent ,arrival of a Messiah  now
buried with him in Brooklyn,, his move-
ment    is    left    floundering    in    an
ideological  vacuum.

Add to all this, the fact that the po'st-
holocaust    era    of    nostalgia    and
obscurantism in Judaism is drawing to
its  close.

And  within  less  than  a  decade  the
Lubravitchers  will  be  no  more audible,
visible  o,r  significant  than  the  Gerer,
Bobover or Satmarer chassidim.

Who   outside   Stamford   Hill   and
B'ney Brak has ever heard of th;in?*

THE      MOST      OFFENSIVE
ipectacle   with   which   British
)ublic  life  has  recently  regaled

us  -  it  has  not  been  stingy  with  the
unsavoury -was surely the scene of the
daughter who  sought to hound her fa-
ther from ministerial  office.

It was, particularly distasteful to souls
with any Jewi.sh religious  sensitivity.

The rabbis of old did indeed seek to
set  strict  practical  lim'it's  to  the  fifth
commandment - nowhere do they,  for
in'stance, ask a child to share its parents
views  on  any  issue  simply  out  of re-
spect.

Nor  did  they  explic\itly  forbid  the
caning of. parent by child, either by rod
or by tongue.  They did not ban it sim-
ply   because   it   was   beyond   their
i,magjnation.

Admittedly  in  the  recent  case  there
was a differenc\e between daughter and
father  over  practical  ways\  to  help  th\e
disabled.

But  is  it  not the  first  rule  of family
life that you  do  not  set  up  a  cut-price
dres's shop round the corner from  your
dad's,  or  appe,ar  for  the  defence  in  ,a
lawsuit where your brother or Sister is
retained to prosecute?

No  doubt  in  the, family  feud  forced
on  our attent,ion this spring the daugh-
te\r had a grudge against the father.

Here a's els,ewhere, the airing of pri-
vate  grudges;  hardly  made  for  public
edification. *
AN::e:.Ris:uN::,d!E:?bnuc,#r-::

The word a p a t h y .
Used by  many  of our  moc¢ers,  the

word  gives  in'stant birth  to  something
more malign - complacency.

Whose fault is it when only ten peo-
ple turn up to a talk on the resettlement
of Yemenite Jews,  or the  stand  of the
Ta]mudic rabbis  on monogamy?

The failing of the  organisers?  Or
those who won't be enticed away from
watching  Maureen  Lipman,   or  Brian
Lara  scoring six  centuries, -  and  why
not, why not?

In their business lives,, whom do our
fflzzcfeers blame  when  a  product  won'1
shift  from  the  s,helves?  The  sovereign
customers,  or the shopke\eper  who  did
not sense their needs and tastes?

Any trader who wants to remain sol-
vent  knows  it  is  no  use  blaming  the
customer.

And all those of us who want to stay
in  business  as  communal  leaders  had
bett.er  stop   blaming  other  people's
"apathy".

It is, the designer excuse, for personal
failure.

*

I   HAVE  BEEN  DEVOTED  TO
Beverley   since  the  evening,  she
c;ame  up  to  i,ntroduce  herself in  a

d\eserted   newsroom,   and   instantly
cuffed me with this backhander:

"il  hear you  are quite well  known  in

Fleet  Street.   Well,   I'm  afraid  I  have
never he,and of you."

My   attachment   to   her   de,epe\ned
when  I  discovered  'she  had  a  flair  for
getting  G],yndebourne  tickets,  and  was
always .ready to include me in her party.

That  talent  went  into  remission  in
the  later  1980s,  but  blossomed  anew
this season with the opening of the new
building.

So  'she  came  on  the  phone  to  the
synagogue to announce she had tickets
for her birthday  andi did  I  want to join
them?

Of course I did.
"The  only  thing,"  she  added  hesi-

tantly,  `\`is  that  they  are,  for  a  Friday
night."

"Oh,"  I  said.  There  must have  been

something in my voice„
"Wel]',  I  thought  maybe,,"  she  came

back   with   her   ripe   expe'rience   of
manipulating  duty  rosters,  "you  might
be able to swop."

Swo,p Lecha Dodj. for Figaro?-

Rs`bbE WE"i\m Wolff ls minister Of th'e Brighton
and Ho,ve Progressive Syn'agogue. He has previ-
ously  served  c'ongre,gations  in  Readin'g,  Milton
Keynes,,  Newcastle-u|)on-Tyne, was  an  assistant
lo  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at  th'e  West  London  Syna-
gdgue,  and  worked  in  Fl'e{e'l  Street  newspapers
b,Ofore he became a rabbi.
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The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of  Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events  of  a  high  level  within  easy  reach  of  a  large
audience. F3egular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to A¢anna. Membership can be on
either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1994 are:

Single  membership

Family  membership

Senior citizen/student single

Senior ci,tizen-family

£20.50

£32.50

£16.75

£23.75

Existing  subscribers to  Manna  may  deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their  subscription  from  the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

6th July ~ 16th September 1994
WHITE  SKY ~ WATERCOLOUFIS  FF?OM  ISF?AEL,  EGYPT AND

THE SINAI  BY MOISH  SOKAL

Sunday 2nd October 1994 -3.00 p.in.
MANOFi  MASTEF?MINDS

Third Annual  Inter-synagogue Jewish Culture Quiz
with compere George Layton

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from  llth October -13th  December 1994

Tuesdays  10.00 am -12.30 pin and  1.30 pin -4.00 pin

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Thursdays  1.15 -2.00 pin

Autumn Series: October 13th and 27th,  November llth and 24th
December 8th and 15th
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